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Murdered
Near U. of
Approaches
Chicago
Completion
REGINA TAVANI

Triple-major left
lasting impact on
those who knew him

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

MATT MARIENTHAL
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Nov. 16 Amadou Cisse ’01 was
shot and killed just blocks away from
the University of Chicago. The assail¬
ant’s motive is unknown, but authorities
suspect it was an attempted robbery.
Three other students were attacked on
the same night, just hours before. The
University has promised to improve
campus security and make their “SafeRide” program more accessible to all
students and faculty.
Amadou was a caring individual
and an exceptional student. He moved
to New Mexico from Senegal, to take
advantage of a high school scholarship.
After graduating high school, he came
to Bates, where he majored in chem¬
istry, physics and mathematics. Weeks
before the murder, Amadou had com¬
pleted his thesis work and was expect¬
ed to earn a PhD in Chemistry.
“Amadou was a very soft-spoken
but friendly guy, always quick to smile.
1 have had the pleasure of working with
many bright students during my seven¬
teen years at Bates, but every few years
someone whose intellect is simply on
another level comes along. Amadou
was one of those students. His pres¬
ence in a class always kept me on my
toes. If I got lazy or sloppy as I pre¬
sented ideas Amadou would show up
later in my office pleasantly asking for
clarifications,” Bates’ Prdfessor of Chem¬
istry Matthew Cote said.
Professor Cote noted that while
Cisse was more comfortable working
on theoretical problems, he embarked
on a more experimental lab science
during his year-long thesis using elec¬
trochemistry techniques to deposit
nanoparticles on surfaces.
Ken Chiang, a classmate of Ama¬
dou, is quoted in the Chicago Tribune
stating, “Amadou had that rare combi¬
nation of qualities that many young sci¬
entists spend a lifetime cultivating. He
was brilliant, hardworking and goodnatured, all at once.”
Along with being a gifted scientist,
Amadou was always ready to share his
knowledge. A fellow graduate student
commented, “...working with students
was one of the things he most enjoyed.
He was always talking about how to
improve his students’ understanding of
the material and rooting for their suc¬
cess.” After completing graduate school
Amadou was bent on returning to Sen¬
egal to teach chemistry.
Since Cisse’s death there have been
two ceremonies in his honor. The Uni¬
versity of Chicago Student Government,
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With cold weather allowing for extensive snow coverage, many Batesies made their first tracks of the season at
Sunday River this weekend, such as Bobcat Ben Motley '10, seen carving up the “right stuff” trail on Sunday.

Med. School Acceptance Rate Misleading
SAM NAGOURNEY
MANAGING NEWS EDITOR

Eighty-nine percent (32 out of 36)
of Bates students applying to healthcare
related graduate programs for fall 2007
matriculation were accepted, according
to a recent Office of Communications
and Media Relations press release. This
is an extremely impressive number, es¬
pecially when taking into account the
national average acceptance of 45 per¬
cent to allopathic schools. National aver¬
ages were not available for osteopathic
schools, but 37 percent of applicants for
the 2007-08 academic year were enrolled
(not all accepted students will enroll).
But how accurate is Bates’ accep¬
tance number? Further investigation into
the medical school application process
reveals hidden details and discrepancies.
Eighty-nine percent of students who
worked with the College’s Medical Stud¬
ies Committee (MSC) were accepted, but
not all students work with the MSC. In
reality, 64 percent of Bates students (23
out of 36) were accepted into graduate
programs in healthcare. Seventy-nine
percent (22 out of 28) of students who
worked with the Committee were admit¬
ted to allopathic programs compared
with thirteen percent (1 out of 8) stu¬
dents who applied without the commit¬
tee’s help.
Many, if not most, healthcare gradu¬
ate programs request a letter of recom¬

mendation from the committee. Although intend to go to medical school immedi¬
all students who apply to the MSC are ately after graduating. Pre-vets can wait
accepted, if “we think ahead of time that until fall of their senior year to apply,
a Committee letter will hurt, rather than and pre-nursing students can wait until
help, a student’s application, we tell the January or February of their senior year.
student that up front. Our goal is to ulti¬
The MSC helps answer common
mately help students be accepted to the questions, study for exams and assist
program they aspire to, so we want to with obtaining recommendation letters.
write a strong letter of support. If we Additionally, it provides feedback on es¬
can’t do that, we encourage students says and personal statements and stages
to take advantage of the advising we mock interviews, among other things.
offer, strengthen their application (take The MSC also helps students decide
more courses to raise GPA, retake the 1 whether to apply for allopathic training,
admission test, get more related experi¬ osteopathic training or both.
ence, deal with test anxiety, whatever it
MSC assistance continues after gradu¬
takes)... so we can write them a strong ation. Mike Henry ’08, who is taking time
letter when they are ready to apply," said off before he attends medical school,
MSC Chair Lee Abrahamsen.
doesn’t apply for another year, but he is
But of course, the MSC isn’t right looking forward to future MSC support:
about everything. Neil Tarabadkar ’08 “They’re pretty good about working with
almost didn’t design his own major af¬ alumni.... Since I’m taking two years off,
ter the Committee told him that medical I’ll meet with them next year. I’ll just be
schools would look unfavorably upon it. coming back to campus, and they do all
Recently accepted, Tarabadkar was sur¬ that stuff for you which is pretty nice,”
prised when med. school interviewers said Henry.
“were like, ‘we think it’s great that you
“Osteopathic medicine approaches
took the initiative to create your own ma¬ diagnosis and treatment more holistical¬
jor.’”
ly, arid many pre-meds are drawn to the
The MSC process begins as soon as osteopathic philosophy. It’s a choice
a student expresses interest in the health that we encourage students to make
profession. MSC arranges meetings for honestly and carefully. It used to be
each year informing them of the sched¬ easier to get into osteopathic school (the
ule and what each student needs to turn GPA and MCAT score requirements were
in. The timeline is unique for different lower) but that gap is closing quickly,”
professions: pre-meds have to apply in said Abrahamsen.
the summer after their junior year if they

Alums in TFA Respond to Program's Critics
ALLIE GOLDSTEIN
MANAGING FORUM EDITOR

Of the hundreds of Bates students
who stand in front of their families and
peers to accept their diplomas each
spring, many of them are now standing
in front of classrooms in some of the

See ALUM MEETS, pageA6
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nation’s lowest-income and lowest-per¬
forming public schools. Eleven gradu¬
ates from the classes of 2006 and 2007
are now working for Teach for America,
an organization designed to fight what
they call “our nation’s greatest injustice”
- the achievement gap. According to
teachforamerica.org, the average high
school graduate in low-income high
school reads and does math at the same
level as the average eighth grader grow¬
ing up in a high-income community. As
the National Center for Children in Pov¬
erty reported in 2006, African American
and Latino/Hispanic children are three
times as likely to grow up in low-income communities, meaning that the
achievement gap often falls along racial
lines.
Teach for America hopes to correct
this inequity by placing talented college
graduates in the classroom and by re¬
cruiting people who will “go above and
beyond the constraints of the system to
ensure that their students excel.” Pro¬
posed in 1990 as part of Wendy Kopp’s
undergraduate thesis at Princeton,
Teach for America maintains Kopp’s
conviction that young, dedicated people
can reform American education. The
program currently has 5,000 teachers
placed in 26 low-income regions across
the country. Among them are Lucy
Wall, Megan Petry, Kaitlyn McKechnie,
Rebecca Westlake, Jacqueline Smith,
Kay Gonsalvez, Isabel Yalouris, Lauren
Woo, Laura French, Graham Enos and
Meg Reynolds, all recent graduates from
Bates.

According to Dan Seifert, the New
England Recruitment Director for Teach
for America, Bates students are often a
very good fit for the program. While
the acceptance rate of applicants overall
is in the high teens, Bates applicants are
accepted at a rate of 28 to 29 percent.
This year, Seifert hopes to recruit 15
new Teach for America corps members
from Bates.
Reasons for applying for Teach for
America vary, but for many Bates stu¬
dents, it is a means of using their own
education toward positive societal
change. As Meg Reynolds ’07 put it, “Af¬
ter four years of , thinking about myself,
I thought it was time to put my money
where my liberal mouth is.” Reynolds
is currently a second grade teacher at
Solano Elementary School in Phoenix,
Arizona. Rebecca Westlake ’07, a tenth
grade English teacher at Ballou Senior
High School in D.C., had similar sen¬
timents. “I wanted to do something
worthwhile and meaningful after Bates,
and I had no idea what I could do,”
Westlake wrote in response to an infor¬
mal survey. “I did not previously in¬
tend on teaching, but Teach for America
seemed to offer a great two-year oppor¬
tunity for me to do something challeng¬
ing, different and for a good cause.”
All Bates graduates who responded
to the survey indicated that the first few
months of their jobs have been difficult
- perhaps more difficult than they had
anticipated. Reynolds stated that “Teach
for America has been the hardest thing
See ROOKIE TEACHERS, page A5

As construction draws to a close on
280 College St. and Alumni Walk, many
are eagerly turning their heads east¬
ward toward the ever-expanding din¬
ing Commons as construction workers
place what appear to be the finishing
touches on the long-awaited structure.
The Student spoke with Daniela
Ritter TO, a member of the Food Ad¬
visory Committee which is currently
experiencing heightened activity and
interest in the imminent opening of the
new Commons. The committee, which
is composed mainly of RA and Com¬
mittee on Committees members as well
as Director of Dining Services Christine
Schwartz, the President’s office and a
few alumni, is currently in the process
of planning and overseeing the transi¬
tion from Memorial Commons to the
new building, one that will take place
after February vacation.
“There seemed to be some con¬
fusion among the student body as to
when it would become operational,”
Ritter said. She explained that while
an earlier opening in late January or
early February was originally planned,
that date had to be pushed back as
the contractors will not hand over the
keys to the building to the College until
after the break. The reasoning for this
involves the College’s recent purchase
of a new dishwasher for the old Com¬
mons and the need for several days to
move the structure to its new home,
a time expanse which could only be
found during a school-wide break. Due
to the high expense of the dishwasher,
the college could not afford to replace
it. Although the possibility of using dis¬
posable products in the interim was
proposed, Ritter explained that doing
so would generate enormous and un¬
necessarily levels of waste that violates
Bates’ commitment to sustainability.
Upon Memorial Commons’ closure
in February, the rest of Chase Hall will
remain operational with services such as
the mail room, bookstore, lounges and
student organization offices retaining
their original locations, at least for the
time being. The Den will remain open
as well, albeit for fewer hours. The new
Commons will include a similar dining
option called the Emporium, which fea¬
tures a grill and will be open well into
the night. Ritter explained that because
the Den is frequented so highly by the
faculty, who generally dine there dur¬
ing the day, the general consensus was
to retain that option for faculty mem¬
bers while shifting student traffic - at its
peak in the evening hours - to the Em¬
porium. Although the official hours of
the Emporium are awaiting resolution,
Ritter confirmed that it will be open
at least as late as the Den currently is
(midnight) or possibly later.
The hours of the new building itself
have yet to be determined as well, as
Security is still working out the logis¬
tics of when to offer full access versus
key card access and when to close the
building entirely. It is likely that dining
hours will be extended by one hour to
accommodate the large number of ath¬
letes who are not released from prac¬
tices until later in the evening and are
currently rushed by the existing Com¬
mons’ relatively early dining hours.
Students will be eager to hear that
the new Commons will feature a some¬
what expanded menu, as the building’s
greater storage capacity will allow for
more food options, (fitter stressed, how¬
ever, that the menu will more or less
remain similar to the current one as the
vendor will remain the same. Likewise,
the student dining plan, which allows
for unlimited meals as opposed to a
point-system, will remain intact.
Once Memorial Commons in Chase
is vacated later this winter, the area
will become a “swing space” to accom¬
modate various needs as they arise on
campus. Ritter, who is also on the new
Hedge/Bill Architect Search Committee,
presumes the space may be used for stu¬
dent band practice as Hedge currently
is. Long-term use and re-designation of
the space is yet to be determined.
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FORUM
Why We Know More About
Celebrities than the Iraq War
LIZ STAHLER & MELANIE HARKINS

taxpayers will contribute toward the
cost of the Iraq war through 2007 could
provide 322,224 people with health¬
care or 177,669 university students with
scholarships. For the $418.4 million
dollars that is proposed for Maine to
spend in 2008 alone, 105,356 children
could be provided with healthcare and
3,269 affordable housing units could be
built (www.nationalpriorities.org). For
something that “doesn’t directly affect
people's lives,” the cost of war influ¬
ences our communities and takes away
precious dollars that could potentially
be extremely beneficial.
According to the results we obtained
from the survey, many students had
friends and family members who were
involved with the war. Respondents
also stated that the war did not directly
affect their lives, which is understand¬
able because the war is not occurring in
the U.S. and our lives aren’t constantly
in danger of bombings. However, thou¬
sands of men and women just like us
are risking their lives to fight for us. We
may not think that this war affects us,
but it affects each one of our communi¬
ties and also our community at Bates.
On campus, there are people who have
been involved in the war.
In addition, 51 percent of the U.S.
troops who have died are under 25
years old. This year alone, there have
been 1,939 deaths of soldiers under the
age of 24. Don’t think that men are the
only ones who are directly involved in
the war because women are participat¬
ing more on the battlefield. There are
currently 350,000 women serving in the
U.S. military. That is 15 percent of ac¬
tive duty personnel. Every person at this
moment may not 'be directly impacted
on a personal level; however, the war at
some point may influence our lives.
A former U.S. Army Captain was
quoted in the Washington Post, “To con¬
tinue an operation of this intensity and
duration, we would have to abandon
our volunteer military for compulsory
service. Short of that, our best option
is to leave Iraq immediately.” This ar¬
ticle was published Oct. 16, 2007. This
points to the fact that there are current¬
ly those in military who believe that a
draft will be necessary to complete our

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
Where does our knowledge come
from? Who chooses what we need to
know and why we know more about
one thing than another? In everything
we learn (even at Bates) there are
politics involved. We call this politics
of knowledge. In our Introduction to
Women and Gender Studies class, we
were presented with a couple of ques¬
tions: Who is Tom Cruise’s wife? What is
their baby’s name? Most students were
able to answer these questions easily.
When asked who the president of Iraq
was or a name of a recently killed sol¬
dier, students were silent. Why don’t
we know more about the war that our
country has been fighting for almost five
years? Why do we know more about a
celebrity’s baby (which does not affect
our lives the slightest bit) than a major
war in which some of our peers are los¬
ing their lives? A little embarrassed and
ashamed about our lack of knowledge,
we decided to learn more and to try
and open others’ eyes to the wonderful
world of politics of knowledge.
In a current survey that we sent
campus-wide involving questions deal¬
ing with the Iraq war, we found that
other students didn’t know much about
what is happening but would like to
know more. First of all, the war af¬
fects our lives economically. Some of
us may not yet be paying taxes (the
lucky ones), but soon we all will. In
2008, the calculated cost to taxpayers
to support the proposed budget for the
U.S. is $155,500,000,000 (for those of
you who aren’t great with numbers that
means $155.5 billion) and for Lewiston
taxpayers, the contribution is $9.2 mil¬
lion. There are other ways to look at
this. For example, U.S. taxpayers pay
$275 million per day or $11 million per
hour or an average of $3,400 for every
taxpayer (www. nationalpriorities.org).
Money is not everything, but since this
is an expense that you will be shoul¬
dering, it seems important that we are
at least aware of how many of our tax
dollars are going to fund this unpopular
war.
Let us consider the other ways these
billions of dollars could be spent. For
example, the $1.2 billion that Maine
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See POLITICS OF KNOWLEDGE, page A4
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Wal-Mart Article Generalized, Misinformed
To the Editor:
In the November 13 issue of The
Student, Managing Forum Editor Allie
Goldstein shared with readers about
how she lost her “Wal-Mart virginity” by
- after two years of resistance - visiting
one of the company’s retail outlets in
Lewiston(l). Yes, I too had to read the
piece twice in order to ensure I hadn’t
misunderstood her. After a second
reading I concluded that Ms. Goldstein
needs a lesson in our local geography.
Unless she went shopping at the WalMart distribution center located on the
outskirts of Lewiston (which is highly
unlikely), Goldstein was apparently
unaware of the significance of cross¬
ing the Androscoggin River. Thus, I am
writing to inform her and potentially
confused Student readers that crossing
the Androscoggin River in Lewiston
takes you to Auburn. Wal-Mart built
the Auburn “Supercenter” that Gold¬
stein visited in 2001.1 lived in the area
at the time and I vividly remember the
debate that ensued as the construc¬
tion required destroying a hill to make

*

room for the big-box store and accom¬
panying parking lots.
Aside from pointing out the Forum
Editor’s ignorance of Lewiston/Auburn geography, the article also made
bold and unsubstantiated assumptions
about the people who live in Lewiston.
Goldstein wrote: “Not only did people
in Lewiston need jobs, but they also
needed a cheap place to shop.” Really?!
How could she know that? What are
the facts? As far as I am aware, WalMart has a long-standing presence in
Auburn (where they used to operate a
store located on the site where Kohl’s
recently built an outlet) prior to the
construction of the current Supercent¬
er in 2001. Since Goldstein obviously
did not anchor her statement in facts,
her theory that locals “needed a cheap
place to shop” appears to be based on
nothing but ugly prejudice.
Furthermore, with the words, “As a
Bates student and someone who isn’t
supporting a family or paying rent, I
have the freedom to avoid shopping at
Wal-Mart, as I did for two full years,”
Goldstein implied that Bates students,

unlike Lewistonians, don’t need a
cheap place to shop. Again, I would
like to know how she could know that.
I, for one, practically never shop any¬
where but Wal-Mart. Why? Because be¬
ing independent of my parents, I need
a cheap place to shop. Working half¬
time at Bates, I earn less than the $8.50
an hour that the “exploited” Wal-Mart
workers Goldstein referenced bring
home. Granted, I am not supporting a
family or paying rent, but the money
still isn’t enough to cover my expenses
unless I play it smart and shop at stores
with the lowest prices 1 can find.
As her Wal-Mart and feminism (Oc¬
tober 9, 2007) pieces have made ex¬
plicitly clear, it might be a good idea
for Goldstein to at least make an at¬
tempt to negotiate her financial and
social privilege before writing another
presumptuous article that risks further
alienating a significant share of The
Student’s readership inside and outside
the student body.
Kristofer Jonsson ’08

It Sounds Better on Vinyl
JOHN MILEY

ASSISTANT FORUM
EDITOR
Last week I
bought Puddle of
Mudd’s brand new
CD. I’m not neces¬
sarily proud of it, but it is what it is,
as they say. If you don’t know, Puddle
of Mudd is a rock band whose sound
falls somewhere between Nirvana and
Nickelback. Of course, I would never
argue that they are as good as Nirvana.
Or even Nickelback. But it got me won¬
dering: does anyone buy albums any¬
more?
I have purchased all three Puddle
of Mudd albums with money I’ve made
from work. For whatever reasons, I en¬
joy their albums. Usually, I spend most
of my money on CDs. I bought the new
Foo Fighters album. I bought the new
White Stripes album. I buy old albums.
I check for new releases. So how many
people are actually going to buy CDs
for some of their Christmas presents?
According to recent trends, not many.
The music industry has been steadi¬
ly losing sales for the past decade. Ac¬
cording to the Wall Street Journal On¬
line, CDs still account for 85 percent of
music sold. Digital sales, like iTunes,
are not making up the difference in
lost sales. Even with a legitimate way
to purchase songs and albums digitally,
the music industry is still suffering.

There are numerous causes for this.
Music can be downloaded illegally and
CDs can be burned easily. From my
perspective, however, there is some¬
thing more: people just don’t listen to
albums anymore, let alone buy them.
We were the first generation to use
Napster. I remember how awesome it
was having music at my fingertips, be¬
ing able to download any song in min¬
utes. I remember sitting at my computer
in seventh or eighth grade and not be¬
ing able to think of any songs to down¬
load, overwhelmed with possibilities
and limited by my simple knowledge
of music. I also remember my friends
burning CDs around the same time.
With a click of the mouse, our gen¬
eration veered from full albums. We
downloaded single songs, we burned
CD mixes, and we definitely didn’t save
up our allowance to go buy a brand
new album. Why would we? The music
was free.
What I think was lost is the album
as a whole, as an artistic statement. Al¬
bums like The Beatles’ “Sgt. Pepper’s
Lonely Hearts Club Band” or The Roll¬
ing Stones’ “Exile on Main Street” sim¬
ply have to be listened to as a whole.
Anything less just doesn’t make sense;
it does an injustice to the music. Both
albums create an atmosphere when lis¬
tened to as a complete work of art: one
of psychedelic transcendence, the other
of a gritty drug haze.
Even today there are artists who
painstakingly sequence their albums

so that one can only get the full experi¬
ence from listening to the whole thing,
from beginning to end, as a sort of nar¬
rative. Take Radiohead’s “The Bends”
and “OK Computer,” or GreenDay’s
“American Idiot.”
Without even labeling these “con¬
cept albums,” the sequence of the tracks
makes sense and creates a work of art
as a whole. To mix up the songs is to
distort the meaning. But with the pop
sensibility of radio, singles are empha¬
sized to the point where an artist can be
successful with a popular single rather
than a good album (see: Soulja Boy).
Wal-Mart has a stranglehold on the
music industry, stores like Best Buy are
dedicating less floor space to CDs, and
more artists are releasing music to spe¬
cific retailers and no one else. As a mu¬
sic fan and a fan of full albums, I see
the future of music in limbo, between
producing full albums and creating sin¬
gles.
Part of the problem is the CD itself.
CDs can scratch and they can be thrown
into the back seat of a car like a crumpled-up McDonald’s bag. Vinyl records
are physically more gratifying. The cov¬
er art is larger and the music feels like
it physically comes from somewhere, as
the needle strikes the record. I take all
of this from the record collection that I
received from my grandmother. I’m not
a huge fan of Bobby Darin or Count
See MUSIC, page A4

Barack Obama: The Right Choice for Foreign Policy
STAFF WRITER

The Student is published weekly by
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length.
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JONATHAN TANNENBAUM
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Editor-in-Chief: Tom Flanagan

tETje Pates i§>tubent--

Last April, Thomas Friedman, the
foreign affairs columnist for The New
York Times, ran a piece that mentioned
a classroom in Nairobi where a poster
hanging on the wall showed Barack
Obama and his wife, Michelle, during
a trip to Kenya. The poster read: “The
Obamas know their H.I.V. status. Do
you know yours?”
I think this story provides insight
into the current presidential race. It’s
a reminder of who can win over the
hearts and minds of people in other
countries, and as part of that cam¬
paign, who can persuade Muslims
to reject the kind of sentiment that
fuels terrorism.
An Obama presidency would
greatly counteract the work of peo¬
ple like Osama bin Laden. Trying to
provoke anti-Americanism becomes
that much harder when the leader
of American foreign policy is a for¬
mer civil-rights lawyer who grew up
in a Muslim country, whose middle
name is Osama and whose father was
raised Muslim. The effort becomes
harder still when that same person
has opposed the war in Iraq from the
beginning, thus undercutting the sus¬
picion that any U.S. president simply
looks after oil when dealing with the
Middle East.
It’s no wonder that Pulitzer-Prize
winning investigative journalist Sey¬
mour Hersh asserted that Obama
is “the only hope for the U.S. in the
Muslim world.” Of course, our next
president will need to wield more than
soft power while fighting terrorism and

other problems abroad. Perhaps most
importantly, we need someone who
possesses the credibility and courage
necessary for improving the situation
in Iraq.
Iraq poses a dilemma for any
Democratic president: keep U.S. forces
there, thereby allowing Iraqis to not
take responsibility for their own coun¬
try or pursue a politicaliy-risky with¬
drawal which would increase violence
in the short-term but set the conditions
for a political settlement.
Surely, by pursuing a withdrawal, a
Democratic president would come un-

An Obama presidency
would greatly counteract
the work of people like
Osama bin Laden.

der an enormous amount of criticism
from the Right, decrying such a deci¬
sion as tantamount to accepting defeat.
The public would most likely cast add¬
ed disapproval witnessing the messy
consequences of disengagement.
It’s true that under these circum¬
stances Obama, like any Democratic
president, would be open to the charge
that he’s merely satisfying his anti-war
base. However, he can answer force¬
fully to critics by underlining the fact
that they have no claim to sound judg¬
ement when they’ve been wrong about
so much for so long. He can make

a credible argument to the American
people stating he has been right about
the war all along and that he’s doing
what’s necessary for the long-term
benefit of everyone involved.
Even more importantly, he can see
the withdrawal through because he’s
someone willing to take a stand on
something even if it bears him a po¬
litical cost. I think this point is most
crucial. Obama has shown a greater
willingness than most politicians to
take a position on principle.
Unlike many Democrats, Obama
doesn’t always go out of his way to
look “tough.” He has ruled out us¬
ing nuclear weapons against terror¬
ist training camps. In regards to
Iran, he opposes any congressional
decision that the Bush administra¬
tion could use as cover for launch¬
ing a military strike. On the issue
of torture, he opposes the practice
unequivocally.
This is vital to keep in mind,
because at the end of the day we
need someone confident enough
to take steadfast positions on mat¬
ters of foreign policy. Trying to beat
Rudy Giuliani is a worthwhile goal,
but a Democratic candidate can come
out on top even while taking some po¬
sitions that are unpopular or require
more than a simple explanation to gar¬
ner support.
So not only is Obama the candidate
best able to fend off anti-Americanism,
he possesses the character essential to
making national security decisions and
heightening American respect and in¬
fluence around the world.
To be sure, <his kind of leadership
can’t come soon enough.
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The 32nd Credit: No APs, No Pass/Fails, No Mercy
TOM FLANAGAN
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

Since I’ve spent the last
few weeks venting about my
completion of the General
Education science require¬
ment, I somehow missed an
even bigger issue looming for
next semester: my 32nd credit. I was so worked
up about getting into a non-lab Geology course
(which I didn’t, of course), that I wasted ran¬
domization by registering for multiple sciences
in hopes of getting into at least one. By loading
up on sciences, though, I only left myself room
to register for the classes I need to complete my
major. So now that the dust has settled, my “Stu¬
dent Detail Schedule” is looking a little lean; I
have a science class, an English class, my thesis,
and that’s it. I need a fourth class.
I’ve run into this sort pf dilemma before,
where I’ve had some major, minor or General
Education goal to accomplish in a given se¬
mester and then inevitably sought out a fourth
filler class that was, ahem, not challenging.
For next semester, though, my fourth class
will represent a whole new plateau of ir¬
relevance because, counting the classes
I’m registered for this winter, my re¬
quirements are all officially complete.
My degree, in realistic terms, has al¬
ready been achieved. I simply need
that 32nd credit to round it all out,
grab my diploma and make a run for
before anyone has a chance to recon¬
sider.
My first instinct in this situation was
to use an AP credit from high school.
This would be awesome for me because
I had two. I say “had” because I blew
both of those AP credits in a devastatingly sloppy and poorly planned sopho¬
more campaign. All I can say is I was young
and foolish and I deeply regret not saving one
of them. The silver lining? Those two semes¬
ters, in which I took 75 percent of the average
course load, allowed my Madden skills to de¬
velop exponentially; I trained with the intensity
of Rocky in the Russian barn, and now I have
the steamrolling offense and scar tissue on my
•thumbs to prove it. Sadly, I’m also out of AP
credits.
Most of my friends have made another sug¬
gestion: use a pass/fail. I have yet to experi-

mmm
211,010,028,257,303
Amount, in dollars, that a man from Cobb
County, GA, was informed he owed a Wachovia
Bank. Joe Martins was surprised by the letter
he received, indicating a negative balance more
than 70 times the entire federal budget: “Obvi¬
ously, $211 trillion is a little above what I put in
my bank account,” he said. Wachovia said it was
a word processing error, but Martins closed his
account, worrying that the amount of negative
balance might detrimentally affect his credit at
some point.

5,000+
Number of condoms used to make two
dresses worn by nurses from Xiamen city, China.
The nurses handed out booklets and condoms
to promote safe sex on World AIDS Day.

15
Number of days that a mynah bird in a Chi¬
na zoo was forced to spend in solitary confine¬
ment after swearing to tourists. “She called me
an ugly man,” Mr. Du told a local news station.
The bird, Mimi, spent her 15 days in darkness
listening to tapes of polite conversation and is
now cured of her dirty habit.

74,000
Price, in pounds, of the new Ewok-style
tree house, perfect for die-hard Star Wars fans.
Created by Canadian carpenter Tom Chudleigh, the house is an 11-foot-wide sphere that is
suspended from a tree and accessible by rope
bridges. Designed for full-time living, the tree
house sleeps four and includes a full kitchen
with a microwave, refrigerator and sink.

,

Number of years that John Darwin was
missing before walking into a police station
in London. Darwin was presumed dead after
his beat-up canoe was found in March of 2002.
A father of two, the prison officer’s family has
been informed of his return, but police have not
yet been able to determine where he was for
the last half-decade.
t

sources: CNN.com, ananova.com
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ble and rips out my throat. This is primarily be¬
cause he’s about 70 percent sure that I don’t ac¬
tually do very much work here in the first place
(valid argument). Throw in how much he’s been
paying and it’s more than enough for him to feel
that my “stressful life” isn’t quite grounds for me
slapping a postage stamp on the last class of my
college career.

So, because 1 can’t use an AP credit and 1
can’t take a class pass/fail, I’ve been combing
the Garnet Gateway in hopes of finding a class
that is at least marginally interesting and also
not too demanding. Oh, and it can’t meet before
11, because I can’t get up before 11. So far, my
search has brought me to an interesting realiza¬
tion: all the classes that are full or overbooked
tend to look pretty interesting, easy, or both.
The classes with unlimited enrollment with
only four kids registered? Well, let’s just say it’s
probably not a fluke. And if you think I’m hop¬
ping in as the fifth kid in a tiny, intimate discus¬
sion-based class, you’re dreaming. I wouldn’t
mind something like the distant cousin of one
of those classes; maybe a straight-forward, 100level contemporary lit course. Oh, there’s three
of those being offered? Oh, they’re all already
over-enrolled? Outstanding.
Fortunately, I have a Plan B: I am
officially introducing myself as a free
agent for one class this coming semes¬
ter, and faculty are invited to submit
petitions for my presence. To ensure
that whoever takes me aboard won’t
be disappointed, allow me to share
exactly what I’ll be bringing to
the table. I will set up shop in the
back corner of your lecture hall,
even if that means leaving three
or four completely empty rows in
front of me. Regardless of the tem¬
perature in the room, I’ll keep my
hood up so that you can barely see
my face, sort of like Evil Anakin
Skywalker. If your class meets on
Friday mornings, during those pe¬
riods you may think that the kids
on either side of me are reenact¬
ing “Weekend at Bernie’s.” As you
gaze out over the class, you’ll often notice
a handsome blend of pillow lines and pure
bewilderment on my face. My papers will be
articulate and well-written, but you may find
them alarmingly uninspired and poorly re¬
searched. Exams built on the memorization and
regurgitation of largely useless facts are pretty
much my wheelhouse, though, so fire away.
I feel like a blue chipper whose rookie
contract just expired, testing his value on the
open market for the first time. The bidding wars
could get out of hand. I anticipate a flood of re¬
sponses, so I urge all professors to e-mail their
petitions to me as soon as possible.

After failure of Annapolis Summit, a more critical and honest

Number of people jailed by a judge in Niag¬
ara Falls, New York, after a cell phone went off
in his courtroom. After no one would take re¬
sponsibility, the judge sent 46 people to jail, 14
of whom were unable to make bail and stayed
handcuffed and jailed for several hours. The
judge was presiding over a domestic violence
case and the state Commission on Judicial Con¬
duct called his actions “a gross deviation from
the proper role of a judge.”

»

Obviously, most stu¬
dents using their pass/fails
aren’t English majors saying, “You know what?
I think I’ll give Econometrics a shot.” It’s more
like, “You know what? I think I’ll make my at¬
tendance in this class so heinous that when I
show up for the final the professor has no idea
who I am,” or, “You know what? I care so little
about this class that at some point this semester
I’ll tear the textbook to shreds, right down to

the binding!” By the way, I actually watched that
happen a few weeks ago - yeah, seniors!
I feel that taking a class with that sort of
mindset would be a nice break, since I need to
spend next semester finishing up thesis, looking
for a job and crying myself to sleep every night
as we approach graduation. Unfortunately, Mr.
Flanagan doesn’t agree. If I told him I was tak¬
ing a class pass/fail and explained what
that entailed, he’d probably start laugh¬
ing one of those deep, scary, crazy

A Long Road to Peace in Israel/Palestine

46

5.5

ence this bizarre phenomenon where you are
allowed to do D- work and maintain your good
academic standing. Of course, the official expla¬
nation is that it allows students to take classes
outside of their comfort zones without fear of
mutilating their GPAs. But if Bates thinks that’s
a good idea, what’s the deal with me having
to take three sciences
that
count toward my f
GPA? Come
observe me in my
biology class this
week, see how
comfortable
I
look in that

i

discussion of the conflict may be the first step
FABIO PERIERA
COLUMNIST

Much has not been said
about the visit of Norman
Finkelstein to Bates nearly
a month ago, apart from a
few words in these pages
from Justin Faurer TO. Still,
with the passing of the recent Annapolis Summit,
it seems wise to revisit Finkelstein’s presentation.
More than anything else, Finkelstein tried to
draw the audience’s attention to the asymmetry
of information presented to the American public
about the Israel/Palestine Conflict. The American
media, government and people overwhelmingly
support Israel’s actions and those who raise le¬
gitimate criticisms of Israel are derided as “antiSemitic,” but personal attacks never actually re¬
spond to the criticisms presented (see Mr. FaureTs
letter as a perfect example).
Inevitably, this leaves the discussion about
how to solve the Israel/Palestine Conflict rather
one-sided in terms of steps forward. Palestine
must rein in Hamas and other terrorist groups;
other Arab nations and Palestine must acknowl¬
edge Israel’s right to exist. Since the Israelis are
the occupying force and are prone to starting
wars in the region when feeling threatened - like
the disproportionate decimation of Lebanon over
Hezbollah’s capture of Israeli soldiers and firing
of homemade rockets - these are demands they

have the artillery to make. But little is solved,
much is exacerbated and the process of achieving
peace goes nowhere.
Which really begs the question: for all the talk
of wanting to achieve a peaceful two-state solu¬
tion, is this really what the Israelis and Palestin¬
ians are after?
In all negotiations, one of Israel’s demands
is recognition of its right to exist. This is not
simply because ideological yahoos like President
Mahmoud Ahmadinejad of Iran want to obliterate
Israel but because the question of Israel’s legiti¬
macy as a state has not been settled and has been
contentious since the founding of Israel in 1948,
when what was the British Mandate of Palestine
was given over to create the State of Israel. Over-,
night, Palestinians became occupied and state¬
less. In seeking the recognition of the right to
exist, Israel is asking for the Palestinians and the
Arab world to forget the means of its creation
and to acknowledge an Israeli right to land that
belonged to another people before it.
For the record, I do believe Israel should exist
within pre-1967 borders; I am not anti-Semitic for
pointing out inconsistencies in Israel’s creation.
But, for me, it is hard to see the actions of either
side, mostly Israel, as moving toward peaceful co¬
existence. Finkelstein raised the idea of reciproc¬
ity in negotiations, that every demand made of
the Palestinians requires the Israelis to respond in
kind. Israel has done very little and has, in fact,
done more to handicap the stabilization of Gaza
and the West Bank. Israel wants settlers to stop

being attacked? Fine: stop them from settling Pal¬
estinian territory. Israel wants terrorist attacks on
Israelis to stop? Very well: stop indiscriminately
killing Palestinians. Finkelstein presented a great
statistic that highlights Israel’s disproportionate
responses to Palestinian terrorism and lack'of rec¬
iprocity in clamping down on violence: for every
one Israeli killed, four Palestinians are killed. The
New York Times reported on Dec. 2, 2007, that
Israel is reducing gasoline and diesel supplies to
the Palestinian territories; denying the Palestin¬
ians the ability to create, support and sustain an
economy and infrastructure does not contribute
to the creation of two peaceful and independent
states.
The Annapolis Summit passed without much
success. Polls in most Israeli newspapers showed
between 42 and 50 percent of Israelis believe that
the Summit failed. At the heart of its failure is the
fact that one side has very little bargaining power,
and both sides have little to agree on except that
the other has done them wrong.
But the largest obstacle facing the resolution
of the Israel/Palestine Conflict lies closer to home:
a peace process left to languish for seven years
by the Bush administration and the unquestion¬
ing support of Israel by this and previous admin¬
istrations. A more critical and honest discussion
of the Israel/Palestine Conflict might be the first
step in getting the American public to pressure
the American government to force Israelis and
Palestinians to make peace a reality.

There's More to Identity than DNA
DENNIS DONOVAN
STAFF WRITER

For $100 you can find out who you are. Some
of you out there maybe saying, “Dennis, I already
know who I am.” But you’d be wrong, because I
mean who you are in the sense that really mat¬
ters. And by this I mean ethno-genealogically,
where your ancestors are from. DNA testing is
all the rage nowadays, but you won’t see me
near a needle after Barry Bonds was framed
for steroids. Sources as reputable as National
Geographic, a magazine made famous by top¬
less women and the dehumanization of tribal
folk, are offering the service, to help with their
cataloging of “anonymous data.” Aside from
being reminiscent of the novel “1984,” I’m not
getting tested because I don’t think it’s going
to change anything significant in my life, no
matter what I may find out.
I’ll admit, at first I was certainly intrigued
- who wouldn’t want to know where their an¬
cestors came from? DNA testing tells you, along
either the mother’s side (mDNA) or the father’s
side (Y-Chrcmosome) where, at various points
in history, the family was located. DNA testing,
at least that which I investigated, doesn’t give
you a breakdown of your heritage. That was

fantastic class, we came to the conclusion that
identity, at least when race is involved, is bro¬
ken down into Culture, Conscience and Biology,
in that order. To what effect does my heritage
change my taste in music? I like The Who be¬
cause I think they rock hard, not because I’m of
predominantly Irish descent. My love of Mexi¬
can food is tied to my taste buds, not my
great-grandfather’s. Some may say that the
environment in which I was brought up has
I am who I am because of my
affected my Culture and Conscience, and the
environment in which I was brought up has
parents, my town and my friends, been affected by the race of my ancestors.
and those things are established That certainly has some validity, but there’s
always more to it than that.
My conclusion? It’s beginning to sound
outside of my genealogy.
repetitive, but here it is: I’m not going to
spend $100 not to find out about anything in¬
teresting. And in the odd chance that some¬
DNA testing. Also, I didn’t think that I’d find
thing crazy and exciting came up, it wouldn’t
change anything for me. I am who I am because
anything special. The most intriguing thing on
of my parents, my town and my friends, and
my family tree is a woman only identified as “the
those things are established outside of my gene¬
French Speaking Woman.” Sounds like a Dani¬
alogy. I’m proud of my heritage, and while the
elle Steele novel.
thought of something more exciting being mixed
On a more universal note, what does it mat¬
in is intriguing, my heritage isn’t all of who I am.
ter? I certainly can’t speak for everyone on the
So I’ll tajpe my $100 and do something produc¬
subject, but for me, gepealogy has very little to
tive with it, like bet it on dog fights.
do with my identity. In “Music and Metaphor,” a
the first bummer. I know that I’m Irish, English
and Italian, but I’d have been curious what mix
of those three I was. It also can’t, much to my
dismay, tell me whether I have famous ancestors
or who they are (Brahm Stoker or heroes of the
Irish Revolution). Those two were the real big
detriments to my spending $100 I don’t have on
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Perks and Pains of the Hometown Job
up with friends or family, but working eight-hour
shifts at KTP. We have already composed my
schedule for Christmas Break, or “Never See the
On Monday, November 20th, a man with a
Light of Day Because You’re Working So Much
criminal history including armed robberies fled
Break,” another delightful series of long shifts
from the gun section of the Kittery Trading Post
starting the day after my last exam.
in Kittery, Maine, with a semi-automatic rifle. He
I can sum up my job description to you in
flew past all security and escaped from the store,
one sentence: put merchandise in bag, staple
aiming for another outlet where he was meeting
bag, hand bag to customer. Yes, a couple years
his buyer. When the buyer didn’t show, the exof college education have prepared me well for
con returned to the store’s premises where the
wielding an industrial-sized stapler. Don’t get
cops had finally arrived to nab him and recover
me wrong, there is a fair amount of challenge in¬
the AR-15 rifle. Oh, I almost forgot to mention
volved; sometimes I must remove garments from
- this is where I work.
hangers, and often I must guess which of the
For me, the question has never been if I have
three sizes of bags would best fit the purchased
a job; rather, the question is where my job is,
items at hand. Who knew there could be so
and this question usually has multiple answers.
many complications to such a task?
As soon as I turned 14 (the age my parents deem
My biting sarcasm probably serves as an indi¬
their children ready to work) my parents ushered
cator that I am not too excited about this. In fact,
me out the door to find my first summer job.
during the final hour of my shift on Black Friday,
From that time on, I have juggled one, two or
I considered going over to the fishing depart¬
even three jobs simultaneously, both through the
ment and taking one of the gutting knives to my
summer and during the school year.
own heart. I had been standing for hours while
College is no different. On-campus jobs do
the strangest assortment of people flooded the
not involve nearly the same time commitments
registers. Apparently KTP draws a worldwide
as jobs in the “real world,” but all the same, I
crowd, including but certainly not limited to Ca¬
have three positions on campus. My friends are
nadians, Swedes and Mississippians, the latter of
baffled and wonder why I do this to myself, but
which actually asked
for me it’s a fact of life.
me if we accepted “the
It’s always been impor¬
federal money.”
tant - and necessary as a
Yes, a couple years of college partMeanwhile,
for me to have financial
of the Black Fri¬
independence.
Thus,
education have prepared me day madness, Clydes¬
working is just another
dales towed a carriage
part of my average day.
about the parking lot,
for wielding an industrial¬
Naturally, Thanksgiv¬
a vendor roasted rath¬
ing and Christmas breaks
sized stapler.
er obnoxious-smelling
are the jackpot - there is
nuts for customers and
no easier time to find a
a guitarist and bassist
desperate employer who
performed renditions
will offer a plethora of hours at slightly-aboveof Christmas songs (I can now recite the words
mediocre pay. These jobs are not always glamor¬
to “Blue Christmas” backwards if you want me
ous, however.
to). I realize the day after Thanksgiving officially
Last school year, I got a job over break at the
ushers in the Christmas season in the commercial
Discovery Channel Store in my local mall. Any
world, but it is far too early for me to be forced
job that entails a dress code involving khakis and
to listen to second-rate versions of Christmas car¬
a hokey nametag on a lanyard makes me queasy.
ols for hours on end. For reasons beyond me, I
On the upside, I did get to terrorize small chil¬
was somehow able to ward off my urge to inflict
dren with a robotic, remote-controlled reptile
harm upon myself, or other people for that mat¬
- “demo-ing,” I believe they call it, and yes, I
ter.
did get paid for it. Unfortunately, the company
Why do I have a right to complain? I deter¬
closed all of its retail stores this past year. Ap¬
mine my own destiny; I could choose to fully
parently they weren’t lucrative enough; how this
enjoy my time at home instead of working. Over
could be true is completely beyond me. At any
Christmas Break, I could stay up as late as I de¬
rate, I was left high and dry come this holiday
sire, sleep in every morning and have my days
season.
free to do with them what I choose. I could ful¬
This past October Break, or “Submit Job Ap¬
ly enjoy this sacred three-week period, the only
plications Break,” I took the first step toward ob¬
time of the school year we don’t have to worry
taining a job at a number of Jamie-esque stores
at all about academics.
- a bookstore, a jewelry and gift store and a lo¬
As delectable as this sounds, I also know that
cal toy store. I heard back from none of them,
I would end up wasting my time away, probably
despite the eager smiles I received in person.
watching entire seasons of TV shows while lying
On a whim (and per my father’s persuasion), I
in bed and never actually leaving my house. And
applied to Kittery Trading Post - an L. L. Beanthere is nothing wrong with such activities; in
type superstore, only more intense. One can
fact, most people get by just fine. I, however, get
find snorkels, skis, blueberry pancake mix and
a terrible antsy feeling when I go so long with¬
semi-automatic rifles all under one roof. And
out being productive. I just got my paycheck in
believe me, people do. Naturally, this is the one
the mail from my work over Thanksgiving Break,
store that I heard back from, and promptly at
and it ain’t shabby. Some of my bitterness has
that. Thus, over Thanksgiving Break, or “Job In¬
temporarily dissipated. At least enduring a few
terview Break,” I went in for a conversation that
weeks of unbearable employment will give me
was less of an interview and more of a discus¬
the security of remaining in the black, at least for
sion of when I would be available to start.
a few months until I make a few poor financial
Being the easily-persuaded individual I am, I
choices, leaving me broke come the end of the
was in the very next day for training, and the last
school year. Thank goodness I have three sum¬
few days of my vacation were spent not catching
mer jobs lined up at home.
JAMIE CRAGNOLINE

THE POLL

An interactive poll
EXPRESSING THE VIEWS OF
the Student's readers

STAFF WRITER

Music Should Be Tangible, Not Digital
CONTINUED FROM PAGE A2

Bassie, but the collection proves to me the inher¬
ent coolness of records. There are a few gems of
course, like a Bob Newhart comedy record and
Bobby’s Darin’s hit “Splish Splash.” I mean, how
did he not know a party was going on when he
was a-splish splashing in the tub?
This longing for something tangible could
just be my feeling of disillusionment in our digi¬
tal world, but bands still release vinyl with suc¬
cess. The White Stripes released “Icky Thump”
on seven inch vinyl in the UK and Radiohead re¬
leased a box set of “In Rainbows” with a vinyl al¬
bum. Some technological advances are not better.
There is something about records that is superior
to tapes or CDs. I still prefer VHS to DVD. Every
time I have rented a DVD, it has skipped, usually
at the most important moment, like right when
Ariel goes to kiss Prince Eric.
I think the music is at stake. We didn’t grow
up buying albums. Maybe people think there are
no good albums today. As a fan of a lot of music,
including a lot of popular music, I would argue
against that. But even as the holiday season closes
in, I’m not impressed by many of the upcoming
releases. Radiohead’s “In Rainbows” comes out on
CD in January but can already be downloaded for
whatever you want to pay online. Guns N’ Ros¬

es’ “Chinese Democracy” comes out - well, who
knows when it comes out?
All I’m saying is don’t be afraid, my bright¬
eyed colleagues, to go out there and buy an al¬
bum. I have and I’m never disappointed. Instead
of buying those crazy 30-packs of beer, go buy
an album. It will last longer. If you have enough
money, go buy that 30-pack of beer and an album,
and have yourself a time.
If you already purchase albums or check
them out at the library, I’m with you. Places like
Bull Moose in Lewiston offer a lot of albums on
vinyl if you really want that authentic feel, even
if it is hard to grasp what authentic is anymore in
a digital age in which albums are stored on tiny
hard drives, never physically in our hands.
I think listening to singles is like reading the
entry for a novel on Wikipedia. Don’t just read
the entry that Ned in Ohio wrote after he got out
of work - read the whole novel. Buy the whole
album. All I know is that I’ll be there the first week
that Puddle of Mudd comes out with their next
album. When I’m 50, finally promoted to assistant
manager at McDonald’s, and Axl finally releases
“Chinese Democracy,” I’ll be there. And I want
some people to talk about it with, as a whole, as
the work of a madman who took decades to finish
it. But by then, we’ll probably be able to upload
albums directly into our brains.

How long do you think the reading period before finals should be?

RESPONSES:

I wouldn't want the reading period to be any longer if it was going to cut into vacation time.
- Lucy Neely ’08
Our policy states, “There is no official reading period in the academic calendar, however the last week
of classes in each semester may be used as an optional reading period by instructors who deem it
academically desirable” (The Faculty Handbook of Bates College. Aug 2007. P. 5.4). In short, reading
period at Bates is a complete joke. We don’t even have a reading period! Getting one day free of
classes is not at all sufficient. People will argue that it’s really three days, because we get that Satur¬
day and Sunday. But let’s be serious here: those days shouldn’t count. 1 don’t know what the magic
number of weekdays free of classes should be, but one is not enough.
- Bill K. Jack ’08

Turkey Day Reveals Changes at Home
KATY GREEN
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Personally, I think it’s with good reason that
Thanksgiving doesn’t get nearly as much hype as
the other, way better winter holidays (save your
overdone commercialized-bastardization-of-Christmas rant for the Ronj, hippies; it’s not welcome
here). Ignoring for a moment the fact that it’s a day
that glorifies genocide yadda yadda yadda, (we’ve
heard it all before; clearly we don’t care enough
to stop gorging ourselves on slaughtered bird and
mashed taters) Thanksgiving is one of the biggest
wastes of a holiday in the spectrum of festivities
throughout the year. Even before I became vegan
a year and a half ago, the food was not that excit¬
ing, and the time spent with family was gener¬
ally stressful if not irritatingly dramatic. The one
benefit of Thanksgiving, as far as I can tell, only
really developed when I decided to go to college
1,000 miles from home. It now means a decently
long break from school to hang out with dudes of
Thanksgivings past and revisit some old haunts in
my hometown.
One of the first pieces of advice I got from
elders at the beginning of my freshman year was
to stave off the desire to go home until Thanksgiv¬
ing Break. I’m assuming this builds character in
some way, because for the most part, to put it elo¬
quently, it blows. If you took this advice like I did,
Thanksgiving Break was your first time back home
since your parents dropped you off for AESOP. I’ll
admit, last year I was more desperate to see my
high school friends than I was to see my family,
but this year I found that I had missed just being
in my house more than anything else. There’s an
undeniable sense of security and belonging my
house holds that, no matter how comfortable I get
here and no matter how tight my room is and no
matter how much I generally enjoy my time at
Bates, Mitchell House just can’t deliver. Also, there
is something so reassuring about your mother
telling you upon arriving home from the airport
that you look yellow (the dreaded jaundice) and
should get a multivitamin - thanks for your con¬
cern, Mom.
What scares the bejesus out of me is when
that feeling of security will go away. What happens
when I feel more comfortable at school or in my
imaginary future apartment than in the house I
grew up in? The fact that I already accidentally call

long-term objectives in Iraq. A reinstatement of the
draft would drastically change thousands of lives.
Would it take a draft to open our eyes to the influ¬
ence of the war in our lives? After almost five years
of constant fighting in Iraq, we are still blind to (or
ignorant of) what is happening. Rather than our
losses reducing, 2007 has proven to be the deadli¬
est year for the U.S troops in Iraq. Since the start
of the war, 4,100 coalition troops have been killed,
and 3,880 of these deaths were in the U.S. mili¬
tary. This does not include another 28,451 soldiers
wounded in battle (CNN.com/world). How would
you feel about being forced to be in the same posi¬
tion as the soldiers fighting in Iraq?
V Surprisingly, here at Bates, only one y vent was
dedicated to our troops on Veterans Day. Only
about 20 people attended. Does this mean that we

are apathetic? Do we not care? We don’t think so.
Rather, we believe that our surroundings contrib¬
ute to determining our knowledge. Pop culture is
always around us. The reality of the Iraq War is
not. What we hope to accomplish here is to plant
a seed, because we all need to make an effort to
learn about what is happening in the war. What is
it going to take for people to start learning more
about the war our country is involved in? We are
not trying to tell you what is right or wrong, we
are merely trying to create awareness about the
impacts of war on our lives and the need for more
knowledge abut this crucial topic. In the end, we
want to leave you with one question to ponder:
Shouldn’t we know more about the things that in¬
directly affect and potentially alter bur lives forever
than a celebrity’s baby who doesn’t concern our
lives at all?

Bates “home” is disturbing enough, but the little
changes in my house were just as upsetting. My
parents getting a new dog without my input threw
me for a loop, as did the fact that my older sister
would not be joining us this year for dinner, opt¬
ing instead to have her first Thanksgiving with her
new husband. This meant that seated around the
table this year were my parents, my grandma who
resembles a hybrid of the baby from “Dinosaurs”
and the receptionist from “Monsters Inc.” (quite
the looker, let me tell you), my 23-year-old mu¬
sic-student/general-freeloader/culinary-graduate/
serious-chef/oh wait, music-student-again brother,
and me. Needless to say, hilarity ensued.
Outside of the family, there’s another issue
at hand: which of your friends has completely
changed as a result of their college experience?
Everybody has one - the kid in your group who
comes home an entirely different person. Maybe
they’re now jaded and sarcastic or have recently
discovered the joys of dreadlocked hair, political
activism and not bathing for extended periods. Ei¬
ther way, it becomes a decision of whether the
transformation of the person you once knew is too
big to deal with or not. It’s around this point that
sadly, friends you have become friends you had,
and you move on.
This makes it sound like I’m a callous cynic
who has no problem whatsoever with cutting peo¬
ple off in my life and finding new dudes to hang
out with. Not so, my friends! After approximately
15 seconds of meeting me, it becomes blatantly ob¬
vious that I have issues with change, more specifi¬
cally, growing up. The unexpected modifications
to personal relationships and family traditions,
paired with the appearances of new Starbucks or
Targets and disappearances of beloved but anony¬
mous abandoned buildings make heading back to
Indianapolis a somewhat unsettling, even sad ex¬
perience. Changes like my favorite running route
being closed off or Dunkin’ Donuts spreading its
influence of evil * to the Midwest (America does
NOT run on Dunkin!) leave me feeling empty as I
drive around an area I used to know like the back
of my hand. So far, and who knows how long this
will last, the only remedy I’ve found is climbing
into my own bed, assuming my room hasn’t been
transformed into another workout area or “sewing
room” in my absence, and reveling in the fact that
for just a little while longer, I’m exactly where I
should be.
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I didn't know Security
made drunk dials.

It was a truly clutch
performance. Oh, and
the team played well.

''Blackout” fans
serenade basketball to
1-point victory

Politics of Knowledge
CONTINUED FROM PAGE A2

Note: 98 people voted in this poll
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If you're still looking
for a science, try
Colby.

Two weeks to learn
it all, three weeks to
forget it all.
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News in Brief
Bates Hosts Poverty Panel
On a campus where food flows freely in Commons, it is hard to imag¬
ine being hungry in Maine. But Maine has had “the highest growth rate of
hungry people in the past six years in the nation,” according to Naomi Schalit
of the Kennebec Journal and Morning Sentinel. This inspired the Harward
Center for Community Partnerships to host a panel Thursday evening on what
Director David Scobey called “one of the most important invisible issues con¬
fronting Maine.”
The panel, entitled “Poverty and the Two Maines” included Hannah
Pingree, House Majority Leader of the Maine State Legislature; Sarah Standiford ’97, Executive Director of the Maine Women’s Lobby; Naomi Schalit, the
opinion page editor at the Kennebec Journal and Morning Sentinel; and Eric
Smith, Congregational Outreach Coordinator, Maine Council of Churches.
“The root cause of hunger is lack of economic opportunity,” explained
Schalit. The average Maine income is only $30,000, the 37th lowest in the
nation. Money is eaten up by insurance, housing and fuel costs, so that “42
percent of kids in Maine are eligible for free school meals,” reported Scahlit.
It is “significant that [Mainers] are now being used as an example” of
a poverty-stricken state, Pingree said in reference to a front page New York
Times article on poverty and hunger that featured Maine. She admitted that the
“budget scenario is pretty ugly” and property and income taxes are squeezing
her constituents. Manufacturing companies “leave our state and most of them
have left our country,” she added. Outside employers complain that “Maine
does not have enough trained workers” for them to bring their companies
here.
“You can be working full time and still be poor. I think that’s something
people don’t understand,” stressed Pingree. Maine has a minimum wage of $7
an hour, compared to the Federal minimum wage of $5.85.
Eric Smith shared a Bible parable to show that “gated communities
separating the rich and the poor are at least 2,000 years old.” The hunger
and poverty that afflicts Maine is hidden because of citizens who will not ask
for help. “We simply don’t know who our neighbors are,” said Smith. At the
same time, stereotypes about the poor are perpetuated by people who avoid
the poor out of fear. “Getting to know our neighbors is what being in Maine
is all about,” Smith emphasized.
Following the panelists’ prepared remarks, discussion was opened up
for questions and comments from the audience which included many com¬
munity members such as Rick Small, Director of Auburn’s Good Shepherd
Food Bank, the Lewiston Mayor Laurent Gilbert, State Senator Peggy Rotundo,
Representative Mike Carey of Lewiston’s 72nd district and local residents con¬
cerned about unemployment.
Reverend Bill Blaine-Wallace remarked that even though the evening’s
discussion was titled “The Two Maines,” the “other” Maine was not repre¬
sented. While the panel was held just blocks away from the poorest districts
in Maine, it was led and attended by only one Maine.
“How would our discourse change,” he wondered, if the other voices
were brought to the discussion - and not simply through the voices of con¬
cerned members of the “other” Maine. “If we’re using the other Maine to
shape anecdotes for our expertise, nothing is going to change,” asserted Wal¬
lace.
Addressing the students in the audience, Scobey concluded, “Chances
are, that when you graduate, there will be a higher proportion of poor and
hungry people in Maine than when you started at Bates.”
— SIMONE PATHE/THE BATES STUDENT

Professors Discuss Findings from
Phillips Fellowship Research
This past year’s Phillips Fellowship Honorees - Professors Mark Kessler,
Michael Sargent, and Tom Tracy - presented findings from their fellowshipsupported research last Thursday.
Professor of Political Science Mark Kessler spoke first discussing the
impact of law, particularly the First Amendment, on how society talks about
politics. He argued that law allows for the construction of a kind of “public
sphere” that in turn affects political practices, especially debate. While prior
research emphasized the inclusiveness that the First Amendment allowed for
in this public sphere, Kessler argued that though it does indeed allow for
openness in terms of discussion and debate, the First Amendment creates a
spatial divide that allows for competition and establishes categories of “accept¬
able" and “unacceptable” expression. Kessler studied this phenomenon in the
context of immigration and sexual minority rights, both of which are highly
affected by the spatial divide.
Next was Professor of Psychology Michael Sargent, whose research,
entitled “Automaticity and Control in Racial Bias” explored racial stereotyping,
specifically in the context of police officers and suspicions of arms possession
when dealing with minority figures. His priming studies further supported
prior studies which revealed that people have a tendency to mistakenly asso¬
ciate African-Americans with weapons. Sargent further explored whether this
reaction was a purely automatic and unconscious one.
Professor of Religion Tom Tracy spoke last. His research was concerned
with the fluid discussion in recent years over relations between religion and
science. He examined in particular the ideas of creationism and intelligent
design and how various religions come to terms with scientific findings that
contradict their own creation stories. Tracy argued that because conflict simply
cannot be avoided regarding such a topic, the best approach is a case-by-case
process. He believed that instead of trying to study the big picture, research
should examine whether individual religions can work out an understanding
of science that works for them.
The presentations were part of the 2007-2008 Faculty Excellence in
Scholarship series.
— REGINA TAVANI/THE BATES STUDENT

Speaker of the Maine House of
Representatives Comes to Bates
State Congressman Glenn Cummings, currently the Democratic Majority
Leader in the Maine House of Representatives, visited Bates at the invitation
of Student Body President Bill Jack ’08 to speak at Muskie Archives this past
Thursday.
With only seven students in attendance, the tone of the event became
less formal than planned, with Cummings choosing to sit in a circle of chairs
with his small audience for a relaxed, informal discussion, rather than speak¬
ing at a podium.
After a brief introduction by Bates Democrat Ben McCall ’ll, Cummings
began by talking about the Democratic Presidential Primaries, voicing his sup¬
port for Barack Obama. He also asked for each student’s candidate of choice
and discussed with them the strengths of each candidate.
Next, Cummings outlined the story of his career so far as a public servant,
starting with his vigorous grassroots campaign for his first term as state sena¬
tor. Cummings recommended this type of campaigning to his audience, which
included Bates Democrats President Paul Suitter ’09, telling them, “you really
can win anywhere by just going door to door.”
Among his proudest accomplishments as a state senator, Cummings in¬
cluded a bill he proposed and passed to better protect children from lead
poisoning, his efforts to balance the state budget and a regional initiative to
incentivize lower greenhouse gas emissions through a system of “pollution
credits.”
Later on in the event, State Senator Peggy Rotundo made an appearance
and joined the discussion. After Paul Suitter mentioned that he was writing
a paper on the Clean Elections program, Rotundo praised the program as a
“great” initiative that allows a wider variety of people, including women, to
run for public office. ^
— NATHAN PLACE/THE BATES STUDENT

Possible Changes in Randomization
Committee addresses the difficulty of getting into science classes
ALLI EARON
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It is extremely common for the av¬
erage non-science major at Bates still to
have at least one more science class to
complete for general education require¬
ments. For some reason, however, it
seems that the difficulty of getting into
registered classes, namely science class¬
es, is becoming more and more appar¬
ent.
Prior to registration this year, Sociol¬
ogy professor Emily Kane noticed that
more of her senior advisees, concerned
with completing their science require¬
ments, would not be registering for their
senior thesis class until after randomiza¬
tion occurred.
This “technique” is used by many
students in strategizing how to maximize
the chances of getting into limited class¬
es. Senior thesis is an unlimited class,
and thus a student is guaranteed entry.
Limited classes, on the other hand, have
a maximum capacity. Of all the students
registered for a limited class, the registrar
performs what is known as randomiza¬
tion in which a software program arbi¬
trarily gives or denies students entry into
the class. By signing up for multiple lim¬
ited science classes, a student increases
the likelihood that he or she will get into

at least one.
This strategizing technique makes
sense for the individual. However, on
the whole this practice has only further
exacerbated the difficulty of getting
into required classes. The number of
students registering for certain classes
is elevated, although some students do
not necessarily intend to take the class.
Many students now have to try two or
three times before given entry into par¬
ticular classes.
For this system that involves limited
class sizes and randomization, the regis¬
trar does in fact recommend registering
for limited classes first over unlimited
classes. “It’s a reality that we only run ran¬
domization once,” states Mary Meserve,
Bates’ Interim Registrar. “We want to max¬
imize getting students into classes.”
This year, a small group was formed
through the Dean of Faculty to address
the issue of randomization. Currently,
the group is evaluating the system of
limited classes and how effectively
these limits meet the demands of the
student body. In the past, priority was
given to upperclassmen during registra¬
tion. Seniors were allowed to register
for classes first, then juniors, and so on.
First-year students could’ only choose
their classes out of what was left.
In contrast, the current process of

randomization, established in 1993,
gives all students an equal chance' of
getting into classes, regardless of year
or major. The goal of this new group
is to determine whether some priority
should be reintroduced to the Bates’
registration system.
Meserve states, “As long as colleges
have limited classes, they have to have
some system for limited enrollment.
Most schools have priority. I’ve always
admired Bates for having a system that
doesn’t limit students by priority.”
As with all systems for registration,
there is recurring debate as to what is
fair. First-years would like to have as
good of a chance of getting into a class
as seniors, and seniors would prefer not
to stress about getting into a 100-level
science class. Each school strives to
achieve some sort of balance between
randomization and priority.
For the most part, randomization
has worked for Bates in the past. How¬
ever, with the increased difficulty of get¬
ting into required classes and the new
set of general education requirements
introduced this year, perhaps Bates will
adopt a new registration system that in¬
volves giving some priority. The group
established through the Dean of Faculty
aims to have a solution by the add/drop
period of winter next year.

Rookie Teachers See Immediate Results
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

I have ever done in my life, bar none.”
Megan Petry, a kindergarten teacher at
Wilkinson Elementary School in Wash¬
ington, D.C., described her experience
thus far as a “rollercoaster.” “There are
days that make it all worthwhile, but
there’are also days where I have taken
a step back and thought, ‘What am I do¬
ing?”’ she wrote.
Critics of Teach for America have
accused the organization of throwing
uncertified, inexperienced teachers into
classroom situations for which they are
unprepared. In a 2005 study of more
than 132,000 students and 4,400 teach¬
ers in Houston public schools, Stan¬
ford Professor Linda Darling-Hammond
found that students of certified teach¬
ers consistently outscored students of
uncertified teachers in both reading
and math. On five out of six of Darling-Hammond’s tests, uncertified T.F.A.
teachers actually had a negative effect
on student achievement. According
to the professor, Teach for America is
only perpetuating the cycle of placing
the worst teachers in the worst public
schools (New York Times Magazine,
Sept. 30).
Teach for America responds that, al¬
though they are not certified teach¬
ers, their corps members are trained
enough and dedicated enough to
teach. All T.F.A. teachers go through
an intensive five-week training pro¬
gram the summer prior to their as¬
signment and all corps members re¬
ceive on-going support and training
while on-site.
Though many Bates graduates
admitted to feeling overwhelmed
at times, they also suggested that a
deep commitment to students may
actually be more important than cer¬
tification or experience. After three
months of teaching high school stu¬
dents who are five grades behind in
reading and math, Westlake argued
that her students “do not need a
teacher who has a degree in educa¬
tion. These students need a mentor
and a leader who cares about them
and about their education enough to
not allow them to fail.” Reynolds cor¬
roborated Westlake’s sentiments. “It is
almost impossible to be a truly great
teacher in your first year,” she admitted.
“But you can be a good one. I’ve seen
it happen.”
Another common criticism of Teach
for America is that the two-year commit¬
ment creates a rapid turnover of teach¬
ers, straining the school system to rehire
and leaving students in the dust. Ac¬
cording to New York Times Magazine,
some skeptics quip that T.F.A. stands for
“Teach for Awhile,” implying that Teach
for America corps members use the
teaching stunt to pump up their resume
before moving on to better things.
As their website advertises, Teach
for America does open a lot of doors.
The organization is connected with
such big-shots as Citigroup, Morgan
Stanley, JPMorgan and Google, all of
which offer two-year deferrals for those
who sign with Teach for America before
coming to work for them. Recognizing
the vast networking power of a Teach
for America position, Business Week
recently named T.F.A. one of the best
places to launch.a career (Economist.
.. com).
1
According to Teach for America,
though, their corps members are genu¬

inely dedicated to serving their students.
New England Recruitment Director Dan
Seifert cited that 60 percent of Teach for
America alums remain in education and
that, while the other 40 percent pursue
different career paths, they continue to
lobby for education reform. Seifert em¬
phasized that the achievement gap is a
multi-faceted problem and that people
need to be working on the issue from
all angles, including such sectors as
business and law.
In many ways, Seifert is a perfect
example of someone who has stayed
involved. After graduating from Colby
in 2005, Seifert taught middle school on
a Native American reservation in South
Dakota and is now one of 165 Teach for
America recruiters. The pinnacle exam¬
ple, however, is Michelle Rhee, a Teach
for America alum who was recently ap¬
pointed superintendent of District of
Columbia Public Schools (Economist,
com).
Overall, Teach for America produc¬
es more advocates for education than
they do long-term teachers. The orga¬
nization cites the results of the annual
Gallup poll as proof that their corps
members are working to change the
“prevailing ideology” surrounding the
achievement gap. While the general

“It is almost
impossible to be a
truly great teacher in
your first year,” she
admitted. “But you
can be a good one.
Fve seen it happen,”
said Reynolds
public answers that low educational
outcomes in low-income communities
are a result of student motivation, lack
of parental involvement and home-life
issues, Teach for America alums point
to teacher quality, school leadership and
expectations of students as the three
main factors (teachforamerica.org).
Westlake emphasized that what
was preventing her students from get¬
ting a good education had nothing to
do with the students. “Many of my stu¬
dents are survivors of a ridiculously pa¬
thetic school district that sets them up
to fail,” Westlake wrote. “Any student
that graduates from my school [Ballou
Senior High School] and attends a fouryear college is an incredibly resilient
individual who has had to overcome
unimaginable obstacles.”
While steering the blame away from
internal factors such as students and
parents, Teach for America corps mem¬
bers promote the idea that eliminating
the achievement gap is a very possible
goal. Seifert voiced that, “Even the most
severe problems we face as a country
can be solved if talented people work
hard at it.”
However, the question still remains:
Is it teachers that make the difference?
Although Teach for America emphasizes
that the program creates “lifelong lead¬

ers for fundamental change,” the prem¬
ise of the organization is that significant
changes can be made immediately in¬
side the walls of American classrooms.
While doing the observation hours of
his Teach for America training, Seifert
noted the obvious correlation between
high- and low-performing. schools and
high- and low-effective teachers. “So
much of it is about the quality of the
teachers you have,” he said.
For Teach for America, “quality”
means a deep caring for students and
a willingness to work very hard. For
Kay Gonsalvez ’07, a Physical Science
and Biology teacher at Lakeside High
School in Lake Village, Arkansas, this
means cheering on her students on the
basketball court as well as in the class¬
room. “They look up from the bench
and wave when they see [me],” she
wrote. “They love having the support.”
Lucy Wall ’06, a French teacher at JHS
22 in Bronx, New York, also “wears a
lot of hats in one day,” as she put it.
“For.my students, I am much more than
a teacher,” she wrote. “I’m a mentor,
social worker, advocate, parent and role
model.” Westlake also serves as a men¬
tor outside of classroom hours, talking
to students before and after school as
well as during lunch. “They ask to bor¬
row my cell phone, to see pictures
of my family,” she wrote. “They
want to know what college is like,
what Maine is like, what going to
public school in New York was
like.”
According to Westlake, her in¬
vestment in her students overrides
her lack of teaching expertise. She
argues that “no matter how unor¬
ganized my lessons are, how many
tangents I go off on, or how many
times I yell at them to raise their
hands before calling out, my stu¬
dents tell and show me 25 times a
day that they need and want me to
teach them.”
Statistics suggest that this kind
of commitment to serving students
has made a real difference. Accord¬
ing to Seifert, 80 percent of students
of T.F.A. teachers gain one grade
level per year while 44 percent gain 1.5
grade levels. The organization’s goal for
2010 is to have 80 percent of students
jumping 1.5 grade levels per year, there¬
fore progressing three grade levels over
two years. Though the achievement
gap is still gaping wide, these numbers
show that Teach for America students
are making measurable strides.
Many of the teachers who respond¬
ed to the survey shared anecdotes that
demonstrated the personal difference
they are making. One of Westlake’s
students, who has five out of five T.F.A.
teachers, has the highest grade point av¬
erage of 450 10th graders at his school.
After weeks of tracking him down in
the halls, one of Wall’s students, a 13year-old fifth grader, decided to come
to class and is now an “extremely suc¬
cessful” sixth grader. Reynold’s sec¬
ond graders sneak behind her back to
write “I love Ms. Reynolds” on the white
board.
When asked if they would encour¬
age other Bates students to apply for
Teach for America, most graduates who
responded said that they would. “It is
the most important thing that a college
graduate can do with his or her life,”
Westlake wrote. “It will challenge and
Ppush you in every moment.”
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BCSG President Reflects on Semester
ANITA MOHANDAS
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Student sits down with BCSG
President Bill Jack to discuss this se¬
mester’s accomplishments
Anita Mohandas: What exactly
did the BCSG accomplish this fall?
Bill Jack: Well, we started off
the semester with some good stuff.
Like free cable in the common rooms
which was a big thing. Actually, I did
the legwork for that even before school
started. Not to take full credit for it, but
it was not something we did as a col¬
lective assembly. Also we did the Lost
Valley Ski Passes, which was basically
a no-discussion item. It hasn’t been
well advertised, but we did do that. So
we did start the year with some big
funding accomplishments.
AM: How did you end the semester?
BJ: To the end of the semester, we
spent our time figuring out what was
on top of people’s minds, you know
students didn’t really like this, or want¬
ed this to change. After figuring out
how to go about the process of nar¬
rowing them down, we finally came
up with the list of 21 priorities. Some
of them overlap, but hopefully that
should be okay. That’s not substantive
in some ways, because we didn’t do
anything, physically. We just came up
with that list. We haven’t done that in
the past; in fact we’ve had different
ideas and they’ve come up as the year
goes on. So maybe we’ve done more
in each semester by unit in that way,

but I think this will make us more fo¬
cused in the next semester. So I think
in the long run, we’ll do just the same
if not more, but it will be more fo¬
cused, and we’ll have a better sense of
where we’re going, as will the admin¬
istration; In the past, people wouldn’t
really know what we would do from
week to week. There have also been
so many people involved that are
new in the assembly, that we’ve had
to bring people up to speed on what
they can and cannot do.
AM: Now that you have this list
of priorities, will they be put into mo¬
tion?
BJ : Well, we haven’t defined what
exactly those things on the list mean
or even if we can accomplish them.
For example, workout facilities are on
that list, but there is no way we could
hind that. Once we go through phase
two, defining what these things mean,
we can focus on the things we can do.
Hopefully by the end of January, there
will be items from the list that have
been put into motion.
AM: Of all the accomplishments
the BCSG has made, what would you
say most directly affects the student
body?
BJ: The allocation of money to
clubs is one of those things that is
taken for granted, but it is a big thing.
That’s something that really is in effect.
I actually had a conference call with
my counterparts at the other NESCACs,
and some of them allocate money
totally differently. Some of their pro¬

gramming groups are not funded at all.
In some schools, they have no choice
on how much money they allocate to
groups. We have a lot of oversight that
some other schools don’t. Along with
the cable and the ski passes, we do
always fund the clubs.
AM: What are your goals for next
semester?
BJ: Well, my term ends at the end
of January. My primary goal this entire
semester has been to communicate my
ideas to the greater assembly. The as¬
sembly needs to be up to speed on
what they need to do to help the new
President out.
AM: In a broader sense, what do
you hope the student government can
accomplish this year?
BJ: I think that there are things
that aren’t on that priorities list, things
we have talked about that are more
student government-related, such as
how do we become more efficient
and more accepted in the eyes of
the student body and the administra¬
tion. I think that’s where my priorities
lie, to get the student government in
a better....realm. I believe everyone
can focus on policy issues, but I think
you need to be involved in [the gov¬
ernment] to make the more substan¬
tive changes in how it works. It’s kind
of unfortunate, but I realize what I
haven’t accomplished. My goals in of¬
fice have been to make the govern¬
ment more recognizable and more out
there. I don’t think we’re anywhere
near where we peed to be, but that’s
where my priorities have been.

SCC Proposes Changes to
Student Conduct Hearings
REGINA TAVANI
ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR

This week’s BCSG
meeting continued its
discussion
concerning
the responsibilities of the
Student Conduct Commit¬
tee with a Committee Re¬
port from SCC memeber Tamara Wyche
'08. Wyche discussed with the BCSG
two new proposals that the SCC Ap¬
peals Committee has drawn up, both of
which have raised some controversy.
The first was a change to the Com¬
mittee’s code that would remove a stu¬
dent’s right to choose a faculty member
to represent him or her during a hear¬
ing. Under the new code, three faculty
members would be selected at random
to serve at the hearing independent of
the student’s input.
Both Wyche and the RA expressed
concern over this; as RA Chair Paul Suitter ‘09 said, such a proposal raises con¬
cern about taking away students’ rights,
which are already slim in the area of
SCC hearings.
The second proposal involved a pro¬
fessor who called for professors to be

Welcome back students!
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Alum Meets Tragic Fate Three Weeks away from PhD
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

The African and Caribbean Students’
Association and the Muslim Students’
Association joined to sponsor the first
service. CeaseFire Outreach, a local
agency that combats gun violence, orga¬
nized the second vigil. Bates plans on
having a memorial service for Amadou
during January, when those who were

close to him will be able to attend.
Institutions across the country are
presented with the challenge of ensur¬
ing the safety of students. This is par¬
ticularly difficult on campuses located
in urban settings, where crime may be
prevalent. Currently, the University of
Chicago is facing criticism for not im¬
mediately notifying the student body
after the first two attacks. There was a
delay of nine hours before the informa¬

tion was communicated. In response,
the University has claimed that it was
necessary to verify the details of the
case before broadcasting the warn¬
ings.
Whether veracity or urgency should
have taken precedence is a difficult
question to answer, but this situation il¬
luminates the importance of institutions
developing effective ways to immedi¬
ately contact their students.

majority members at hearings concerning
cases of plagiarism. The professor made
this proposal based on her belief that
because they possess the most expertise
in the area of plagiarism and have more
experience and understanding than do
others concerning academic misconduct,
professors are most fit to serve at such
hearings. The RA felt that the proposal
was unfair because professors tend to
forget what it's like to be a student.
RA members then discussed the
phone calls ConnectEd made to stu¬
dents at 6:30 in the morning on Monday
announcing the closure of the College’s
offices. RA member Nick Bauer '08 con¬
tacted Director of Security Tom Carey
voicing the student body’s discontent
with the calls. As the rest of the assem¬
bly concurred, Bauer believed that of¬
fice closures due to inclement weather
do not fall under the heading of emer¬
gencies, and that Security should simply
continue sending an Announce e-mail
as it was in the past. The RA is await¬
ing a response from Carey concerning
the e-mail.
The meeting closed with the ratifi¬
cation of RA 08-13, which decertified a
number of inactive clubs on campus.

Walk-ins Welcome

786-3363
Student Discounts
48 Central Ave.

One block from Gray Cage!
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2007 The Maine Thing., Me. Mot valid with my other offer. Brices may vary and do not include bottle deposit Customer pays all applicable taxes, including
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Bowdoin Blacked Out Maine has to
Bobcats down
Bears behind
22 from Ellis

1

be Varsity

ERIC ARMSTRONG
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A “blackout” at Bates has finally
yielded positive results. After starting the
season with three consecutive losses,
Saturday’s 66-65 triumph over Bowdoin
highlights an upward trend for men’s
basketball.
Bobcat success did not appear immi¬
nent in the opening minutes of the game
as the Polar Bears quickly took a 12-3
lead. Bates regained the lead on a jump
shot from Sean Wirth ’10, and by half¬
time Bowdoin trailed the Bobcats 32-31.
Bates maintained this- lead throughout
much of the second half until Bowdoin’s
Andrew Sargeantson ’08 suak a layup
with 4:55 to play.
Co-Captain Bryan Wholey ’08 deliv¬
ered the final blow when he grabbed
the offensive Rebound on a missed shot
by Brian Ellis ’ll and floated in a putback with 58 seconds remaining. Whol¬
ey seems to be establishing a buzzer¬
beating tradition, with this play coming
on the heels of his game-winning shot at
Endicott College on Nov. 27.
Bowdoin’s attempts at recapturing
their short-lived lead proved futile. Polar
Bear Co-Captain Andrew Hippert hit a
three-pointer with 47 seconds left. Bow¬
doin had possession again with 16 sec¬
onds on the clock, but Co-Captain Jor¬
dan Fliegel ’08 stepped out of bounds
on the baseline and left the Bobcats with
possession at the buzzer.
Several players made impressive con¬
tributions to the victory. Ellis scored 22
points and had 8 rebounds. In addition
to his game-winning tear drop, Wholey
put up 11 points and had 6 rebounds.
Chris Wilson ’10 added 10 points.
The team’s next contest will be to¬
night against Thomas College in Alumni
Gym.

MAC KING
MANAGING SPORTS
EDITOR

For all of our grip¬
ing about the dying party scene, bru¬
tal General Education requirements,
limited parking and often decrepit fa¬
cilities, Bates does a lot of things very
well. Commons feeds us three square
meals a day. Professors are friendly
and accessible. And we are getting a
first-rate education.
The bottom line is, we attend an
elite liberal arts college in the heart
of New England, we go to, a couple
classes a day, do some homework
and then are free to spend the rest
of our waking hours drinking, engag¬
ing in scintillating conversations with
some of the brightest young minds in
America and chatting it up with gor¬
geous sex-crazed co-eds. No parents.
Very few rules. Naked girls making
out while dancing on top of kegs.
Strapping, intelligent young men who
aren’t afraid to cry after a good book
or spend a Saturday night watching
“Chocolat” with their girlfriends. Life
is pretty good. Note: if this doesn’t
sound like your Bates experience and
you wish it did, you are obviously go¬
ing to the wrong parties. I would like
to invite anyone who is interested to
follow me around for a night and see
what it is like to be Mac King (Mom,
I am only kidding. None of this stuff
actually happens; most nights Brodie
and I drink a couple beers alone in
our room and then go to bed).
COURTESY PHOTO/BATES COLLEGE OFFICE OF COMMUNICATIONS AND MEDIA RELATIONS

Senior guard Bryan Wholey drives past Bowdoin defender Kyle Jackson ’09 in last Saturday night's 1-point victory. Wholey
netted 11 points, while pulling down 6 rebounds, one of which came in the crucial final seconds of the game.

Women's Basketball
1-1 at Ed Hockney
Invitational
ALI BLANKSTEEN
STAFF WRITER
A

Standing at 2-2 after two weeks of
season play, the women’s basketball
team seeks to find its rhythm in the
face of stiff competition. To start the
2007-2008 season, the team fell to the
University of Southern Maine Huskies
76-57. The Huskies are notoriously one
of the strongest Division III teams and
claimed their 70th consecutive win on
their home court.
The Bobcats stuck with USM for
most of the game, holding them to a
close three-point margin at the start of
the second half. However, the Huskies
then pulled away with a 15-point run,
leaving the Bobcats unable to close the
gap enough to get back in the game.
Despite the loss, the team fought hard
and the starting line-up held its own.
Senior Co-Captain Sarah Barton lead
the way with 13 points, 6 rebounds
and 5 assists.
The next Wednesday, Nov. 28, the
Bobcats got their first victory at Alumni
Gymnasium as they demolished Husson College 96-54. The team’s strong

defense held Husson to 35.8 percent
shooting, which pales in comparison
to the 58.7 percent posted by the Bob¬
cats. Bates also forced 39 turnovers, 22
of which were steals. While Val Beck¬
with ’09 racked up a game high of
17 points, the Bobcats looked to the
bench for the majority of the game, giv¬
ing many of the first-years their debut
into collegiate basketball. Chelsea Pennucci ’ll scored 14 points and fellow
sophomore Danielle Schaefers netted
10. Kellie Goodridge ’10 had 9 points
and 6 steals.
This past weekend, the team trav¬
eled to Vermont to play in the Ed
Hockenbury Classic hosted by Nor¬
wich University. On Friday, Nov. 30, the
Bobcats opened the tournament with a
tough loss to St. Lawrence 65-42. Beck¬
with led the team with 13 points and
first-year Christine McCall added six of
her own. In an unfortunate loss, the
Saints established a lead and main¬
tained it throughout the game, leaving
the Bobcats to play in the consolation
game the next day against the Norwich
Cadets.
See WOMEN'S H00PSTERS, page B3

Dunlap 105th
at Nationals
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

Cross country Captain Matt Dun¬
lap ’08 finished in the top half of the
field at the 2007 NCAA National Cross
Country Championship. On Nov. 17,
Dunlap trekked to St. Olaf College in
Northfield, Minnesota, to finish 105th at
a race with 280 of the best Division III
Cross Country athletes in the country.
Covering the 8k or five-mile course
in 25:51, Dunlap did not run a lifetime
PR but did put in a good fight.
“I think Matt did a very nice job at
Nationals. He got involved with the race
early and positioned himself to have a
chance to be All-American,” said Head
Coach Al Fereshetian. “He raced tough
all the way and gave it his Best, but the
competition at Nationals is incredible
and 10 to 15 seconds sometimes can
mean a 50-place difference in perfor¬
mance.”
Only the top 35 athletes earn AllAmerican status, and Dunlap certainly
set out with the ability and aim to do
so. Unfortunately, according to Fe¬
reshetian, Dunlap wasn’t feeling very
well over the final mile of the race.
The winner of the race was Tyler Sigl

of Wisconsin-Platteville, running an in¬
credible 24:24.
About the race in general, Dunlap
recalls missing the team and felt differ¬
ently about this race.
“Matt found out the value of the
team with regards to motivating and
encouraging yourself throughout the
race. As an individual he did not feel
the pressure that usually exists when
you know that your team is counting
on you,” said Fereshetian.
Still, overall, it was an outstanding
season for Dunlap and he accomplished
all of his goals, including competing at
nationals again. The first time Dunlap
competed at Nationals was when the
Bates team qualified together his fresh¬
man year. This year Dunlap was AllState, All-NESCAC and All-Region. He
also ran a lifetime best at the Regional
meet (25:13), which qualified him to
run at Nationals - without a doubt an
exceptional season for Dunlap.
Currently training to compete on
the Nordic ski team, Dunlap will surely
be a significant contributor with his
hard work ethic and relentless tough¬
ness. He will be back to running again
in the spring to compete on the track
team.

"No parents. Very few
rules. Naked girls mak¬
ing out while dancing
on top of kegs."
Unfortunately this is not a column
praising Bates College. The school
doesn’t do everything well and one
area where Bates could use a little
help is in its hockey program - and I
use the term program loosely.
It is campus myth that the donor
of our hockey rink (Mr. Underhill I
presume) donated the facility under
the circumstances that the rink be
constructed several inches short so
that by NCAA code no varsity team
could ever skate on Underhill ice.
Now, I did a little research and
it seems that the rink Is, in fact,
regulation-size. Our website claims
that “Underhill Arena, completed in
1995, features a 200-foot by 85-foot
ice surface,” the same size as the TD
Banknorth Garden (home of the Bos¬
ton Bruins), the Olympic Regional
Development Authority (site of the
1980 “Miracle on Ice” game between
the United States and Soviet Union),
the Air Canada Center (home of the
Toronto Maple Leafs) and, anyway,
you get the point.
By the way, our website also
claims that “with 5,200 square feet
and a capacity for 65 simultaneous
users” our weight room “is among the
largest collegiate weight rooms in the
See THE RINK, page B3

Swimming and Diving Open
Season with Mixed Results,
Women Earn First Win
BRENDAN BRODEUR
STAFF WRITER

Swimming and diving’s first two
meets this season have shown a differ¬
ent group of Bobcats in the water than
in recent seasons. The teams opened
with dual losses to Wesleyan and a close
win against Trinity for the women.
Before leaving for Thanksgiving va¬
cation, both teams traveled to Wesleyan
University in Connecticut. The men lost
by a final score of 163-76, while the
women were a lot closer to their op¬
ponent but still lost 150-129.
In the lanes, Chris Berry ’09 and
Katelyn Drake TO were less than sec¬
onds away from first-place finishes in
the 100-yard backstroke. Berry swam
tf.69 and Drake 1:02.in their second-

place finishes while Berry also won the
200-yard backstroke in 2:07.14.
All around the team had several
second- and third-place finishes. Se¬
nior Co-Captain Emilie Swenson swam
2:03.52, good enough for second in the
200-yard freestyle, while Co-Captain
Annie Barton ’08 took third in 2:06.16.
Kris Gray ’08 also finished second for
Bates in the 200-yard butterfly with a
time of 2:24.59.
On Wesleyan’s diving boards CoCaptain Tasha Rosener ’08 won the
3-meter event scoring 216 points and
took second in the 1-meter. Annaliese
Rudis TO won the 1-meter with 217.50
points and placed second in the 3-me¬
ter. Senior Co-Captain Dan Perry won
*

See BATES SWIMMERS, page B*
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Senior Co-Captain Pat Flaherty swims against Trinity in this past weekend's home opener. The men fell to the Bantams by a score of 148.5-134.5.

What's in a Name?
An in-depth look at nicknames
on sports teams at Bates
JESSIE SAWYER
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

I met Dusty last year, and it took
me at least a month or two to figure
out that his name was actually Pat¬
rick Foster - Kevin if you want to get
technical. Now, I’m normally pretty
good with names, and I’ll almost al¬
ways remember a person’s name af¬
ter meeting him or her once. When
you throw nickname in there, I’ll
probably remember that even better.
Patrick “Dusty” Foster ’09 is one
of many Bates athletes who have
adopted nicknames. Every year, the
upperclassmen on the cross country
team meet to choose nicknames for
the new members on the team.
“It’s a pretty fun time where we
can all talk about the new runners,”
Foster said.
Nicknames have become a tradi¬
tional bonding activity on the men’s

cross country team. Usually, nick¬
names are posted above each firstyear runners’ locker before the first
meet of the season. This year, how¬
ever, nicknames were announced on
the bus ride home from a meet as
they introduced themselves to the
women’s cross country runners.
Nicknames are a source of en¬
tertainment for the team and are a
way for them to get to know each
other and nail down the new run¬
ners’ identities. Some nicknames are
more serious, whereas others stem
from jokes.
“I was always late for everything
my freshman year and could not re¬
ally give a good explanation. So I
was called Dusty because the upper¬
classmen liked to joke that I was on
cocaine,” Foster said.
The runners don’t always know
the meaning behind their nicknames,
See NICKNAMES, page B3

BOBCAT
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Brian Ellis
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year Brian Bins has
opened his colle¬
giate career with a
flourish. Ellis has
scored 76 points
through four games
to lead the team
firrr sSfing. Most
I recently, in Saturi day's slugfest with
Bowdoin, Ellis led
all scorers with 22,
while also pulling
down a teanPnigh
8 rebounds.

Women's Indoor Turns to
Depth in Place of Lost Talent
Strongest class offirst-years in recent
memory join solid stock of veterans, look to
improve on last season's lofty achievements
ANDY PERCY
STAFF WRITER ■

With the graduation of pole vaulter
Julie Shelkey ’07, middle distance run¬
ners Jen Caban ’07 and Kathryn Moore
’07 and sprinter Meredith Anderson ’07,
the women’s indoor track team’s most
important asset this season will be its
great depth. Coming off of a very suc¬
cessful 2006-2007 campaign, in which
the team finished an impressive 13th
and 21st at Dill New Englands and
Open New Englands, respectively,
the team looks to improve upon last
years results. Couple the returning vet¬
erans with one of the deepest fresh¬
men classes in years and this goal has
the possibility of becoming a reality.
“We have ayounggroupcomingin, which
is going to give us a lot of depth,” said
Co-Captain Molly Balentine ’08. “We
have great team camaraderie so far, and

I can’t wait to see what we can do.”
Among the top returning veterans will be
heptathlete and All American Co-Captain
Izzy Alexander ’09, sprinter Jen Marino
’09, distance runners Morgan Maciewicz
TO, Aviva Goldstein ’08, Balentine, Ka¬
tie Bash TO, and Co-Captain Amy Rosania ’08 and throwers Vantiel Duncan TO
and Co-Captain Cassandra Kirkland ’08.
The highlight of last year’s season
came at Nationals when the Distance
Medley Relay team finished eighth
in the country and earned All Ameri¬
can Honors. With Moore and Caban
gone, there are many opportunities
for people to step up and get an¬
other shot at qualifying in that event.
The freshman class is going to have a
lot to do with this team’s success. It in¬
cludes such talented athletes as sprinter
Lindsay Soule ’ll, distance runners Jen
Mitton ’ll, Alex Alberto T1 and throwers
Davina Dukuly ’ll and.Sarah Godek ’ll.

The field events will be strongly repre¬
sented as well. Liz Murphy ’08 will be
a strong leader in the high jump. Lily
Gordon TO will pole vault under the
coaching supervision of Laura Golitko
’08, who will assume coaching respon¬
sibilities after she graduates this De¬
cember. Marino, Megan Schleck ’ll and
Anna McGrath ’ll will long and triple
jump
“I’m very excited about this season,”
said Rosania.” “The freshmen have a lot
of talent, and if our practices are any
indication of how our season will go, I
think it’s going to be a very exciting year.”
The first meet of the season will be
the Bates Pentathlon this Saturday. It
is a great small meet with lots of tal¬
ent from around New England com¬
peting in Merrill for the entire day
in a variety of events. The first meet
with the entire team will be after
Winter Break on Jan. 19 at MIT.

Men's Indoor Itack and Field
Prepares for Dec. 8 Opener
KATIE BASH
STAFF WRITER

It’s official. The rock solid surface
and somewhat mundane scenery of the
indoor track is now in use. The men’s
indoor track team has begun their train¬
ing for the 2007-2008 season. With
many new faces on board, the Bobcat
speedsters, jumpers and throwers are
looking forward to another successful
season.
The first new face hanging around
the track is not really a new face at all.
Matt Capone ’07 has joined the coach¬
ing ranks, taking Coach Al Fereshetian’s
place as men’s head coach as Fereshetian takes leave on sabbatical next se¬
mester.
Capone was a captain and sprinter
on the team for his four years at Bates,
largely impacting the program with
his incredible speed, hard work and
dedication to the sport. Now, as head
coach of the men’s team, Capone has
been using his knowledge of running to
train the sprinters along with Coach Jay
Hartshorn. And speaking of the sprint¬
ers, the men’s team has some serious
potential.
“First-year Ryan Quinn will provide
an immediate impact in the sprints and
jumps, and Brett Epler [’ll] in the hur¬
dles and pentathlon are just two to look
out for. Sophomore transfer Patrick
Cotton and junior Mike Watson both
look to have breakout years in the long
sprints and middle distance events,”

said Capone.
Including the aforementioned fresh¬
men, the men’s roster will include 18
newcomers. Leadership on the team
will surely be guided by its talented
captains, including All-American Noah
Gauthier, who returns for his senior
season as a favorite to win an indi¬
vidual National Championship in the
35 pound weight throw. The throwers
will again be unmatched as the best in
New England, with senior Matt Lopez
and sophomore Rich McNeil teaming
up with Gauthier to lead the way for
many young athletes trying the weight
for the first time this year.
Co-Captain John Miley looks to im¬
prove upon his runner-up performance
in the Pentathlon at the New England
Division III Championships and with
sophomore Erik Born, depth in the
sprint and jump events should be plen¬
tiful.
Co-Captain Emmanuel Drabo ’08
has his eyes set on a New England title
in the triple jump and also should pro¬
vide significant depth in the sprints.
The distance and middle distance
teams will be anchored by junior Cap¬
tain CJ Murray, senior Andrew Percy
and sophomore Griff Stabler. Murray is
currently unable to train due to an in¬
jured knee, but Percy and Stabler both
ran very successfully in cross country
this past fall and look to be in fit shape
coming into the track season.
^
“The 2008 men’s track and fiel
team looks to add many new faces to

i

its already established veteran leader¬
ship to improve upon last season’s suc¬
cessful performances, including a sec¬
ond place finish at the Maine State Meet
and sixth place finish at the Division
III Championships,” said Capone. “The
team has only lost four seniors from the
2006-2007 season.”
One should mention, however, the
four seniors that the team graduated,
one of whom was Capone and another,
alumnus Sam Thomas ’07, an All-Ameri¬
can in the 4x400m relay, were of im¬
mense talent.
Nevertheless, Coach Fereshetian be¬
lieves that the team will be one of the
best Bates has had in years, with a nice
blend of experienced upper classmen
and talented newcomers. Unfortunately
Coach Fereshetian will not be here in
person to witness the team’s sure suc¬
cess, but he’s not worried.
“Matt Capone will do an excep¬
tional job during my sabbatical, and we
could be seeing the launching of a very
successful young ccach in this profes¬
sion. Our staff is poised and ready to
take on the challenges that this year
will face, and I suspect that we will see
many good and surprising results,” said
Fereshetian.
Seven Bates athletes will open their
seasons on Dec. 8 with Bates’ annual
Pentathlon and will be home again ver¬
sus Colby for a dual meet on Jan. 26.
These will be the only home dates of
the indoor sea scat.
*
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Men's Hockey
Opens Season 3-1
PAUL LOMBARDI
STAFF WRITER

Snow is here and that means it is
time for hockey season. The men’s club
team has continued where they left off
after a dominant 2007 campaign. The
Bobcats were the NECHA (Northeast
Collegiate Hockey Association) Cham¬
pions last season and they have hit the
ice strong this year with a 3-1 record
through their first four games.
The garnet men outscored their op¬
ponents by a combined score of 20-6,
beating Lyndon St., R.I. College and
Daniel Webster College 5-1, 9-2 and 63, respectively, before falling to Keene
St. 5-2 on Sunday. The Bobcats first
loss of the season came one day after
their home-opener victory over Daniel
Webster St. The team appeared some-*
what sluggish after playing two games
in less than 24 hours and found them¬
selves in penalty trouble early on Sun¬
day. Although they had strong shorthanded play Bates could not hold off
Keene St.’s offensive onslaught. Fresh¬
man Cory Cosgrove was thrown out
of the game for spearing. The penalty
was Cosgrove’s second misconduct in

as many games after hitting a player on
Daniel Webster from behind in Bates’
6-3 victory on Saturday night.
“Sunday’s game was not a good ex¬
ample of the Bobcat’s ability to domi¬
nate the NECHA,” said Chase Castner
’09.
Despite Sunday’s loss, the team has
high hopes for the season and many
believe that the team can repeat as
NECHA champions. One obstacle fac¬
ing the Bobcats is the loss of last year’s
leading scorer Sean O’Brien ’09 who
decided to take the season off. Still, the
team has a lot of young talent (see: Matt
Ohlheiser ’ll) and strong senior leader¬
ship as well as depth up and down the
lineup. Once the team gels they will be
even tougher to beat.
“I think our team still has a long
way to go before we develop good
chemistry," said Castner. “But as the
season progresses, we’ll come together
as a team, having a good chance at con¬
tending for the NECHA championship
once again.”
The Bobcats will be put to the test
this week when they play games on Fri¬
day, Saturday and Sunday.

The Rink is Long
Enough, Why is
Hockey Still Just
a Club Sport?
CONTINUED FROM PAGE B1

Northeast.” Come on, who writes this
stuff? Can’t you just picture a cou¬
ple of Bates administrators, cranky
at having been delegated the job of
coming up with the descriptions for
the website, passing around a bottle
of Scotch late at night and giggling
while typing up whatever they want.
“Founded by Marco Polo in the early
1700s, Bates boasts such graduates as
Harriet Beecher Stowe and Hernando
Desoto, while the school’s current
president Elaine Tuttle Hansen in¬
vented the wheel, the Internet and
the internal combustion engine.”
Whether Bates did in fact tailor
the rink so that a varsity hockey team
could not host home games or Mr.
Underhill merely inserted a clause
into his donation agreement that the
facility never house a varsity team, it
is ridiculous that Bates hockey can¬
not claim varsity status. Why would
someone donate an Olympic sized
' hockey rink to a college in Maine and
not want the best possible athletes to
skate on it? What, were you picked
on as a kid, Mr. Underhill? Too many
wedgies from hockey jocks in high
school?
Don’t get me wrong, I love the
idea of recreational athletics. I fre¬
quent the intramural circuit and am a
firm believer that the purest form of
sport is the pickup game. But I think
Mr. Underhill misses the point.
One of the great things about
sports is that they put things into per¬
spective. Players, fans and coaches
alike play, watch and coach for the
people around them. Games have
the ability to heal hurt, bridge di¬
vides and unify a body. Look at Vir¬
ginia Tech following the tragedy last
spring. Look how that campus - and
the country - took solace in their
football team.
Thankfully, Bates has no equiva¬
lent calamity from which to recov¬
er, but that’s not to say this school
couldn’t use some reunification.
It should come as a surprise to no
one that our college is sorely lack¬
ing in school spirit. We need to fos¬
ter a fierce communal investment in
our school’s teams and it just hasn’t
happened. Recreational athletics can¬
not achieve this goal. We need to get
shoulder-to-shoulder with our neigh¬
bors in a dinky arena, sweat a little
bit because there are so many people
in attendance and develop a shared
experience. A sold-out venue (no
matter its size) has a sort of palpable,
tingly, hairs-standing-on-the-back-ofyour-neck, chills-down-your-spine air
about it that makes you think some¬
thing important is going to happen.
Mr. Underhill, have you ever seen
a good hockey game? Hell, a mediocre
hockey game? Hockey is one of the
greatest spectator sports in existence.
The game is fast paced, physical and
incredibly exciting. Passions flare,
people get hurt and it’s all contained
within a bubble. It’s like bottling Pete
Rose’s passion, Juan Pierre’s speed,
Ray Lewis’ size and Michael Vick’s
do$-fighting operatior^in a glass jar.
In the dead of a Maine winter,

when the temperature is hovering
around 10 degrees Fahrenheit and
dirty snow blankets the ground and
all but extinguishes that fire burning
in our bellies, doesn’t this seem like
a successful recipe? Wouldn’t it be
great to pile everyone into the rink
and watch something as exciting as a
hockey game? The club team already
boasts impressive attendance num¬
bers and they play Division III club
hockey. Imagine the kind of turnout a
varsity team might yield.
Furthermore, Bates is good at
hockey - really good. The club team
seems to win the NECHA Champion¬
ship every year and that’s without re¬
cruiting or scholarships. Our coaches
can’t even offer our skaters varsity
letters. Varsity status would add re¬
pute to the program and allocate
significant resources to bring in bet¬
ter athletes. Reaching a high level of
competitiveness would take time, but
it would be worth it.
Doesn’t it make sense that a col¬
lege in Maine would have a hockey
team? It certainly makes more sense
than having a football or lacrosse
team. Maine isn’t exactly a launch
pad for gridiron stars or sweet laxers.
But hockey players? Maine directly
borders Canada, cranks out Division
I and NHL pucksters and the UMaine
Black Bears are a perennial top-10
team. Hockey in Maine fit about as
well together as Brett Favre’s perfect¬
ly sculpted bottom in a pair of Wran¬
gler jeans.
This relationship is only further
accentuated in the hockey-crazed
town of Lewiston. Between recre¬
ational and select leagues, school
teams, Lewiston High and the Mainiacs, Lewiston has more hockey
teams than the University of Oregon
has football uniforms. One thousand
people showed up in the early hours
of the morning last year to welcome
the Mainiacs back to Lewiston after
they won the league championship.
Black Bears fans are known through¬
out Hockey East and the rest of the
country as being maybe even a little
too devoted.
One would think that if Bates had
a varsity team it might help to im¬
prove the college’s reputation in the
community. We could post flyers in
the Colisee and invite locals to the
games, get that recruiting pipeline
established early on. Maybe a hard¬
hitting hockey team could even help
Bates to shed the perception that
we're soft rich kids (as justified as
that stereotype may be in some cas¬
es).
Certainly there are negatives. No
one struts around campus quite like
a hockey jock - if you thought the
lacrosse team was confident, just
wait. Testosterone levels at parties
on weekends will undoubtedly sky¬
rocket. But, so what? Maybe that’s
just what this school needs, a little
swagger. In the end, a varsity hockey
team would promote school spirit,
give students something to do during
the long winter months, better Bates’
relationship in the community and
g^ve us one more thing to appreciated
about Bates.

Play a Sport? Got a
Nickname? Let Us Know
CONTINUED FROM PAGE B2

and only about half of them stick.
In fact, Foster’s nickname has stuck
so well that many people outside of
the team know him as “Dusty” rather
than Patrick and don’t learn his real
name for a long time.
“This was due mostly to people
introducing me to others as Dusty
and not Patrick. 1 can especially attri¬
bute this to Doug Brecher [TO] as he
refuses to let me be called anything
other than Dusty,” said Foster.
Nicknames are a fundamental
part of many other Bates sports as
well. Junior lacrosse player Rachel
Greenwood - also known as “R.G.
Fabulous,” “R.G. Fabz” and “R.G.”
- said that there is not a formal
nickname-giving tradition on the
team; however, nicknames are used
for communication purposes during
games.
“I think [the nicknames] come
about wher there are multiple peo¬
ple with the same name as a way to
differentiate [players] on the field.
Shortening people’s names helps
too since some are difficult to pro¬
nounce with a mouth guard in,”
Greenwood said. “However, now
that I think about it there really isn’t
much rhyme or reason, since my
teammate Krystina Zaykowski [TO]
has no nickname....We really should
work on that. On the record I’d like
to officially proclaim her new name
is ‘KOW.’”
Some nicknames on the women’s
lacrosse team are representative of a
players’ personalities, while others
are abbreviations of full names. For

instance, senior Rachel Harmeling’s
name is “Hammer,” while sophomore
Avery Pierce’s nickname is “A.P.”
Greenwood said that the lacrosse
team deals out more nicknames than
any other team on which she has
played.
“I think our assistant coaches, for
some reason, decided to just start the
tradition up, if not for the aforemen¬
tioned reasons, than simply to add a
little personality to the team,” Green¬
wood said.
' The volleyball players also use
nicknames to distinguish among
players with the same name, as well
as to shorten long names to one syl¬
lable.
“Nicknames are just quicker ways
to get attention. In volleyball, you’re
always talking to your teammates,
telling them who you’re sending the
ball to or calling what you want, so
fast communication is incredibly im¬
portant. [Nicknames are] more of a
means to an end than anything else,”
said volleyball Co-Captain Jenn Lin¬
ton ’08.
Communication is also a crucial
part of crew, so, like on the women’s
lacrosse and volleyball teams, the
crew teams use nicknames to avoid
confusion. Nicknames are given to
team members with similar sounding
names.
“There is, a girl on our team
named Kirsten but people kept get¬
ting it confused with Kristen so our
coxswain Rachel named her ‘Kirby,’
and it has stuck. Sometimes I forget
that she has a different name,” said
women’s crew Captain Caitlin Mur¬
phy ’09 said.

Last names are often used instead
of first names on the team, unless a
name is hard to pronounce or sounds
like another team member’s name.
“It is in some way team bond¬
ing, but basically it is easier to call
people by their last names. Over the
coxswain’s microphone, names can
get muffled; the name Howieson can
sound like Allison, so Allison goes
by A. Frye,” Murphy said.
Even though nicknames are not
formally given out to every player,
Murphy said that nicknames also
manifest in each person’s “title.” The
titles are dependent upon where row¬
ers sit in the boat and their roles.
“In essence we all have nick¬
names,” Murphy said.
For the Nordic skiers, nicknames
remind therh that even though they
are competitive and train hard, they
are ultimately playing the sport for
fun. Nicknames also make it easier
for teammates to get to know one
another.
“I
think
nicknames
al¬
low certain individuals to feel
more comfortable around one
another,” skier Sylvan Elefson ’09
said. “I also think that it is a way
to loosen the often ‘tense’ structure
around practice.”
Many unmentioned Bates athlete
nicknames even appear in this sports
section as opposed to full names.
Even my by-line is a nickname and
anyone who knows me well under¬
stands that I cringe when people call
me Jessica (no offense, Mom). So,
athletes, if you want your official
nickname in print, don't be afraid to
let us know.

Women Squash Competition
ALI BLANKSTEEN
STAFF WRITER

Opening the season with a bang, the
Bobcats demolished St. Lawrence Uni¬
versity, George Washington University
and William Smith College, shutting out
their opponents 9-0 across the board.
Even with three key players abroad,
the team set the tone this weekend for
what promises to be a successful and
impressive season.
Leading the ladder was sophomore
Hannah Laverty, followed by Co-Captains Charlotte Gerrish ’08 and Jenny
Imrich ’08. Rounding out seats four
through eight were Whitney Roller TO,

Co-Captain Caroline Lemoine ’08, Sarah
Blomstedt ’09, Stephanie Cabot ’ll and
Anna Hogeland ’ll. Rachel Harmeling ’08 and Abby Childs ’09 shared the
ninth seat throughout the course of the
weekend.
John Illig, former longtime head of
the Bates’ squash program announced
his resignation this fall, leaving the
team in a precarious position as they
enter their 2007-2008 season without an
assigned Head Coach. Temporarily fill¬
ing in the position is former Assistant
Coach Wynn Holt and Co-Captain of
the men’s team, Sean Wilkinson ’08. .
In reference to the team’s unprec¬
edented misfortune at losing Illig, La¬

verty admits that she was “nervous at
first because of the coaching situation.”
However, she believes that “Sean has
done a really good job of coming up
with practice regimes” and that his
“coaching will be and has been more
effective than years passed.”
Consequently, what was once seen
as a crippling loss for the Bobcats has
turned into an opportunity for the team
to start fresh and get back to the basics.
By putting a new and heightened em¬
phasis on new drills, proper technique
and hard play, the team will enter the
remainder of their season play in 2008
after returning from their preseason trip
to Barbados over Winter Recess.

Women's Hoopsters 2-2 Heading into
Dec. 5 Matchup with Maine-Farmington
CONTINUED FROM PAGE B1

Bates creamed the Cadets by a
score of 76-50. The upperclassmen
dominated the court, starting with Bar¬
ton racking up a total of 15 points, 13
assists, 9 steals (a career high) and 7
rebounds. Fellow senior Matia Kosta-

kis had 10 rebounds and 10 points, her
first double-double for this season and
the 21st of her college career. The team
capitalized on each error made by the
Cadets and easily managed to maintain
the lead throughout.
Looking ahead, the Bobcats are
scheduled to face the University of

Maine-Farmington on Dec. 5, their final
competition of the fall semester. With
the upperclassmen coming strong out
of the gates, and a strong support from
a young bench, the team will have to
prepare itself for a long and tough sea¬
son with 21 more regular-season com¬
petitions ahead.

LINCOLN BENEDICT/THE BATES STUDEI^

First-year forward Jessie Igoe looks to move the ball against Husson. The Bobcats beat Husson 96-54.
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Quiet Dining within
Walking Distance
'

JULIA RESNICK
RESTAURANT CRITIC

You know that place that you’ve
walked by on the way to the Pub? The
one that always seemed closed and you
wondered what it was? It’s called Noth¬
ing but the Blues. Not only is it a res¬
taurant, but it’s a good one! And it’s
one of the few restaurants close enough
to campus to walk to even when it’s
cold out.
Nothing but the Blues occupies an
eclectically decorated store front. The
photographs that adorn the walls range
from pictures of old care to the Wash¬
ington Monument. My confusion about
the uniting theme of these pictures kept
my mind busy throughout dinner. Your
choices of seating are couches or tables.
Since there was no one else in the res¬
taurant when we were there, we had
our pick. The quiet, calm atmosphere
was a welcome break from the stressed
atmosphere of Commons.
The menu at Nothing but the Blues
changes daily, which means that you
have to go back again and again to
try all the delicious-looking dishes that
are listed on the
web site. They
pride themselves
on serving a va¬
riety of “world
cuisines” in the
form of salads,
sandwiches and
pasta. There are
plenty of vegetar¬
ian choices if you
aren’t into eating
meat. And, like
any good cafe,
Nothing but the
Blues also serves
coffee and des¬
sert.
Choosing a
dinner was chal¬
lenging.
Have
you ever had
the experience
when there is
something that you really want to eat
for dinner but you convince yourself
that you don’t really want to eat it be¬

cause you had something very similar
for lunch that day? It was like I knew
what I really wanted, the Mango Chut¬
ney and Curry Chicken Salad Sand¬
wich on sourdough bread, but if you
recall, I reviewed a curry chicken salad
wrap at Dore’s cafe a couple months
ago. I didn’t think I should review the
same sandwich twice, but it turns out I
should have stuck with my instinct and
had that sandwich. Instead I went with
the falafel. It wasn’t bad falafel; it just
wasn’t great falafel. It was a little bit
too dense and not quite crispy enough.
The real problem is that it wasn’t in
a pita! Falafel just isn’t the same in a
wrap. My friends got the Curry Chicken
Salad Sandwich and it was everything
that I remembered it being. The mango
chutney and chicken salad go perfectly
together. It’s too bad I talked myself
out of getting it. Next time I’m going
with the Portabello Mushroom with Red
Pepper Sandwich.
Meals come with a soup; we all
tried the Mexicalli corn chowder. We
all agreed that it was just fair. It didn’t
taste like much and required a lot of ex¬
tra salt. Dessert was a bit better. With a
name like Mandarin Orange Chocolate
Chip Sour Cream
Cupcake,
how
could you go
wrong? It even
had chunks of
mandarin orange
in it! Delicious.
Be warned:
Nothing but the
Blues isn’t par¬
ticularly cheap.
Though $8 isn’t
that much, it
feels like a lot
for a sandwich.
I think it’s worth
it, though. The
food is good and
it’s close enough
to walk to. Just
don’t try to go
Sunday or Mon¬
day; it’s closed.
And remember,
eat what you are craving, even if you
had something similar for dinner last
night.

Party Animals
By Nathan Place and Peter Marder
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Nothing but
the Blues

Wife

81 College St.
Lewiston, ME 04240

Last Two Acts of Semester
Boast Jazz-Pop Fusion
and Mellow Ballads
cent of Ben Folds but had a quirkiness
that set them apart. Like most acts seen
at the Village Club Series, they tried their
hand at Elton John’s “Tiny Dancer” and
produced an average-sounding cover.
Besides their attempt to master a classic,
The Village Club Series welcomed
the show stood on its own and really
two promising performers for the final
intrigued the audience with the melting
two shows of the semester. The Kyle
pot of sounds. To learn more about the
Mann Combo from Chicago and Akiva
Kyle Mann Combo visit kylemanncomfrom New York played two very diverse,
bo.com.
yet invigorating shows in the Benjamin
The final show of the semester
Mays Center.
showcased Akiva, a Long Island native
The Kyle Mann Combo has been
looking to spread his happy mellow
praised throughout the Chicago mu¬
sound to any open listener. Heavily in¬
sic scene as one of the most creative
fluenced by the Dave Matthews Band
and tantalizing up-and-coming musical
and the Counting Crows, he defined his
acts to hit the area. The band has been
music as funky, groovy, poppy rock. He
touring around the Midwest promoting
became serious about music his sopho¬
their record “Goodbye Kites” and has
more year at UMass Dartmouth and only
no intentions of slowing down with
soared from there, releasing his first al¬
their visit to the East Coast. Surpfisingly
bum, “Bueno y Sano.” The album was a
three-fourths of the band is composed
hit as it was played all across the nation
of Elmhurst College juniors and seniors;
on radio stations; everyone was buzzing
however, their sound in no way reflects
about his catchy and relatable sound.
their youth.
He later released his second album, “The
Jazz, pop and classical are just a few
Hermosa EP,” an interesting mix of funk
styles sampled by the broad range of and pop. He has even gained interna¬
instruments used by Kyle, Matt, Vince
tional attention and is releasing his new
and Inga. Listeners can enjoy the likes
album in a fan-friendly manner. “The
of piano, guitar, xylophone, glock¬
Huntington Sessions” is his latest proj¬
enspiel, cello and a few others in just
ect as he will be releasing downloadable
one performance. The group works
singles from it on his MySpace page,
together to collaborate and experiment
a free and easy way to check out this
with all their talents. They do not shy
highly acclaimed artist.
away from incorporating some of their
Akiva, dawning a “McGyver” T-shirt
favorite musicians into their music such
and snowcap and standing with piles of
as Steve Martin Wood, Chopin, Andrew
set lists around his feet, lit up the stage
Bird and Sufjan Stevens. The unique
with a selection of new and old pieces.
style of the Kyle Mann Combo puts
He wanted to flow, and he chose what¬
them in a category all their own.
ever song on the floor that struck his eye;
Mann and his piano were the heart
it made for an entertaining and creative
of the show; his skill and ability to ad
show. He shined with heartfelt songs
lib was not just noticeable but totally
such as “Black and White,” “Allison,” and
appreciated. His intensity and vigor
“Babble On.” “Junk in the Trunk (Re¬
throughout the show proved his dedi¬
spect Me),” an ode to “big asses,” as he
cation to his art and enhanced the over¬
put it, was a crowd favorite. His guitar
all feel. Songs such as “Trails” and “Off was nothing special or new, as it resem¬
My Shoulder” showcased how the com¬
bled the typical Dave Matthews Band,
plicated rhythms and instruments con¬
Pete Yom feel, but his lyrics made the
nected together to produce dramatic
show along with his constant smile and
songs. They countered their serious
energy to impress the crowd. Not afraid
side with more poppy, upbeat tunes
to take chances or sing about “getting
such as “America, The Reel” and “Lyrical
it on,” Akiva is sure to be a name you
Rhapsody for the Cell Phone Abusers,”^ won’t forget. Find out more about Aki¬
an outcry against the world of ignorant
va and his free downloads at myspace.
ceflj3hone><usere;_The^werej'eminis^_ com/akiva and akivamusic.com._

The Cold Edge of America’s Fashion Mecca
But New York also has a dark, cold
side. It has a very serious and judg¬
mental attitude toward fashion. The
entire trip, I constantly saw stampedes
of women wearing the same knee-high
boots, tights, dress, long black jacket
combination, their faces like stone and
their heels hitting the pavement like
they were punishing it. And the run¬
ways aren’t any different. Runways in
New York are serious and all about the
attitude. In Los Angeles, they have run¬
ways made of grass! But New York, the
center of our fashion universe, is all ce¬
ment and stone.
During my trip over Thanksgiving
break, my friends and I were at a bar in
the West Village. Waiting in line for the
bathroom, I started talking to this guy
with a thick Irish accent and a head full
of bright red hair. He gestured toward
one of my friends and smugly com¬
mented, “I guess they didn’t let the fash¬
ion police in here tonight.” Thrown off
by his use of the term “fashion police,”
I really wanted to burst out laughing at
him, but instead my instinct to defend
my friend made me reply, “Oh yeah?

LYDIA FINN
FASHION COLUMNIST

For Thanksgiving break, I had the
great privilege of being able to spend
a few days in New York City. I have
a strong love-hate relationship with
New York because I am from superrural New Hampshire and was thus
denied the experience of growing up
surrounded by the raw originality and
fast-paced culture of New York. But I
love being there. I feel energized and
inspired by everything in it.
I have stayed in the city a few times*
and I always have a good time: I wear
whatever I want, people-watch till my
heart’s content and always spend way
too much money. New York represents
the center of American fashion. People
move there when they want to start
their fashion careers. Reporters from all
over the world write about what’s styl¬
ish now in New York. It provides our
country with the opportunity to present
a dignified and worthy opinion on fash¬
ion against the European powerhouses
of Paris and Milan.

And where did you get your jeans? Old
Navy?” His face looked confused as he
scanned his jeans and, looking back
up, he replied “The Gap?” “That’s what
I thought,” I retorted, and I walked
away feeling pretty proud of myself. I
blame my unnecessarily smug and silly
response entirely on New York.
Being judgmental will always play
a critical role in fashion. By deciding
what we do and don’t like and why,
we are developing our own sense of
personal style and standards. Knowing
that they are surrounded by judgmental
designers, celebrities and style icons al¬
ways strive for perfection and original¬
ity, constantly creating new aesthetics
and tastes. But why does there have to
be so much cold attitude toward one
another? I think it is because everyone
loves to have an opinion about fashion.
People don’t like Uggs with leggings
or they don’t like skinny jeans or they
don’t like high-waisted pants. But being
a more stylish individual doesn’t make
you a better person. Fashion should be
about appreciating originality, not cre¬
ating a style hierarchy.

College Seniors Considering
a Health Care Career
Regis College
Accelerated BS/MS for
non-nurse college graduates
■

Eligible to sit for NCLEX in sixteen months

■

Option to continue for one additional year
to complete MSN as a Nurse Practitioner

■

Full-time day and evening options

■

Clinical placement in major teaching
hospitals in the Boston area
Regis is conveniently located 20 minutes
west of Boston, 5 minutes off Route 128.
School of Nursing and Health Professions
235 Wellesley Street * Weston, MA 02493
781.768.7090 ■ nursing@regiscollege.edu
www.regiscollege.edu
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Four Hot Spots for Holiday Shopping in L/A
World Over Imports

Every year, come November, temperament in any retail plaza becomes noticeably more tense, anxious and stressful, to say the
least. Parking lots become arenas for showdowns where SUVs take the cake, so to speak, while stores evidence Herbert Spencer’s
“survival of the fittest” theory as the animalistic side of shoppers takes over. However, up here in Maine, where the air is fresh, half
the year is winter and the life is noticeably slower, the holiday shopping season is a bit of an anomaly. So, to avoid the unnecessary
stress of stocking up for the holiday gift season, check out the unique gift stores that are often passed over in the Lewiston-Auburn
area. You might be surprised to find these stores have a lot more to offer than meets the eye.
- JEN MCINNIS/THE BATES STUDENT

Orphan Annie’s

Zimmie’s Comics

Grateful Earth

JEN MCINNIS/THE BATES STUDENT

The storefront for World Over Imports
is anything but striking; its lackluster sign
and drab exterior far from indicate the
treasure chest of eclectic gems the store
has to offer. The store boasts anything
and everything from imported furniture
to Webkinz to Mexican glassware. It car¬
ries products from brand name compa¬
nies such as Stonewall Kitchen and Vera
Bradley to lesser known artists such as
Leslie Handpainted Glassware. An added
bonus is that World Over Imports is plan¬
ning weekly sales for the month of De¬
cember. Now until next Saturday, holiday
ornaments will be on sale for 20 percent
off while the following week, the price of
candles will be reduced by 20 percent.
Price Range: Small trinkets for $3-5,
wool socks for $7-10, and kitchenware
for $20 upwards.
707 Main St.
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 783-4377
woridoverimports.com

JEN MCINNIS/THE BATES STUDENT

JEN MCINNIS/THE BATES STUDENT

Like World Over Imports, any¬
thing and everything can be found
at Orphan Annie’s. However, un¬
like World Over Imports, Orphan
Annie’s products are not ordered in
brand name bulk, but are instead
one-of-a-kind, literally, as the prod¬
ucts hail from local residents and
nearby auctions. Products include,
but are not limited to, clothing and
costumes, antique glassware and
jewelry and trinkets. Also, the store
offers sales all December long.
Price Range: Jewelry and glass¬
ware ranged between $5-50 while
clothing varied from $10 upwards.

Zimmie’s allows you to let your in¬
ner nerd loose as soon as you cross
the threshold into the store with com¬
ic books, action figures and star trek
uniforms, galore. Action figures range
from the Beatles and “Family Guy” to
“Star Wars.” The comic book selection
is unbeatable with numerous options
from “X-Men” to “Supergirl,” and if you
dare to venture downstairs to the base¬
ment, you'll find rare antiquated com¬
ics, many of which are out of print.
Price Range: Comic books range
from $1.99-50, action figures $9 up¬
wards and T-shirts are anywhere from
$13-30.

96 Court St.
Auburn, ME 04210
(207) 782-0638

JEN MCINNIS/THE BATES STUDENT

Located just blocks away is a lo¬
cal classic, Grateful Earth. It caters not
only to a more globally- and environmentally-conscious shopper, as all of
the store's products abide by the fair
trade regulations, but also to the economically-conscious college student,
as the store offers. a 10 percent dis¬
count for any purchase $20 and over.
The clearance rack offers a 40-60 per¬
cent discount on products that include
clothing and ceramic kitchenware and
beads.
Price Range: Smaller magnets and
trinkets are between $3-5, clothing is
between $12-30 and ceramic products
ranged from $20-40.

197 Main St.
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 783-4450

149 College St.
Lewiston, ME 04240
(207) 783-6308
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The Myth:
Does Ethnicity
Influence
Penis Size?
CORNELIUS FUDGE
SEX COLUMNIST

College Choir Shines While"
Performing Challenging “Messiah
LINCOLN BENEDICT/THE BATES STUDENT

The Bates College Choir's winter concert highlighted the talents of 11 soloists from all class years.

ANDREW WILCOX
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

This past weekend a long line
passed through the double doors of
Olin Arts Center where friends and fam¬
ilies gathered to enjoy the talents of the
Bates College Choir. Standing before an
enthused audience, the choir delivered
an outstanding musical performance.
The choir, supported by an ensemble
comprised of members of the Bates Col¬
lege Orchestra, the Midcoast Sympho¬
ny Orchestra and the Maine Chamber
Ensemble, performed Part I of George
Fredric Handel’s “Messiah.” “Messiah” is
Handel’s most renowned choral piece.
It is highly regarded among Western
choral literature as a challenging musi¬
cal endeavor. Nevertheless, the choir,
some 60 voices strong, showed no signs
of unease. Rather, they put on an im¬
pressive show that was rich in dynamic
contrast and sophisticated texture.
Choir Conductor John Corrie chose
this piece for numerous reasons: it is
popular, reasonable and accessible.
“It involves a technique called
‘melisma,’ which is a very important
technique for singers to learn,” said Cor¬
rie.
Melisma is a sort of choral gymnas¬
tics that involves intricate, moving parts.
Besides the technical aspects of the
song, Corrie believes that “Messiah” is
an essential piece for vocalists to know,
“One of those works that the kids might
have some idea about but might not

know to its entirety.. .most people don’t
know much beyond the Hallelujah cho¬
rus,” commented Corrie.
Even though this piece was a new
venture for many of the students, the
group maintained vocal unity; each sec¬
tion projected as one voice. This type of
unity is essential in choral performance
and frequently unaccompanied by many
choral ensembles. However, the Bates
College Choir pulled through, and did
so with poise.
Eleven student soloists were inter¬
spersed throughout the performance:
Josh Olsen ’08, Stuart Ryan ’09, Thomas
Chapman ’10, Alexandra Conroy ’08,
Lucy Piacenza ’08, Blaise Thompson
’ll, Marshall Karpel ’08, Dana Burgard
’08, Lisa McClellan ’09, Maura Beatty ’08
and Erica Rogoff TO. While some voices
proved stronger than others, they each
demonstrated a distinctive ability, be it
a low range, a commanding vibrato or
vocal elegance. It had to be an especial¬
ly thrilling evening for first-year Blaise
Thompson. Thompson greeted the au¬
dience with a quiet yet confident look
on his face. The only freshman with a
solo performance, Thompson revealed
a vocal ability well beyond his years.
“I thought that Friday was a perfect
performance,” commented Thompson.
“I was really nervous before my solo.
But I had done it a couple of times in
rehearsal - and I knew that John [Corrie]
thought I could do well - so I was able
to perform.”
The soloists were not the only ones

to present a unique ability. Conductor
John Corrie had his own trick up his
sleeve. Corrie directed the choir from
his seat at a harpsichord. It was a fan¬
tastic spectacle: a conductor sending
animated vocal and instrumental cues to
the choir and orchestra, while expertly
navigating his hands up and down a
handsome harpsichord. Needless to say,
the concert supplied various sources of
entertainment. When asked how chal¬
lenging this was, Corrie responded,
“Very! It was the first time I had ever
done that.”
The choir held its final harmony,
and the audience stood without delay. A
boisterous standing ovation continued
as Corrie presented the choir, exited the
stage and came back on for an encore
(the “Hallelujah” section of Part II, to be
performed in its entirety next semester).
The group vivaciously sang “Hallelujah”
and the audience remained standing.
The choir’s energy must have been con¬
tagious, for many audience members
could not help but to sing along.
It would be a mistake to miss out
on next semester’s concert. The second
and third parts of “Messiah” are on the
choir’s agenda and if this weekend set
any precedent, next semester’s con¬
cert should be on everyone’s calendar.
Excuse the pun, but the Bates College
Choir surely has a “handle” on Handel.
“I think everybody did really quite
well. We made Handel proud,” said Cor¬
rie.

INTERESTED IN TEACHING?
Find out about...

The Teaching Institute
The Teaching Institute is a yearlong, teaching-intensive internship program for
prospective K-8 educators. Graduates of this program emerge from their yearlong
experience with a Master’s degree in Teaching Methodology, eligibility for state
certification and a full year experience in classroom teaching.
Together with The University of New England,
D E D Wf I £ 1^"
Berwick Academy has created a uniquely affordTIaCADEMY
able, effective and defensible teaching preparation
program. The Teaching Institute takes place on the
For more information,
80-acre Berwick Academy campus, where housing
contact Nancy Ramsey at
is available. www.berwickacpdemy.org/about/teachingJnstitute.cfm nramsey@berwickacademy.org

“The Myth” is the age-old question
of whether or not race or ethnicity di¬
rectly influences the length of a man’s
penis. Many women whom I’ve talked
to in regards to this topic are complete¬
ly oblivious to what this myth is. On
asking some of my male friends, their
reply was simply a sly smile. Although
men don’t know it, they think more
about penis size than women. Accord¬
ing to “LiveScience,” about 90 percent
of women prefer a wide penis to a long
one. So why do men make such a fuss
about their size?
Giggling aside (we are college stu¬
dents after all), lets lay out a couple of
the penis-related stereotypes. Accord¬
ing to the Urban Dictionary, “The Jew
Penis” is the term used for the myth that
all Jewish men have penises that are less
than 5 1/2 inches in length. Scandina¬
vian men, Indian men and Eskimo men
are supposed to possess equally small
penises. Asian men traditionally have
also been said to have lower-than-average penis sizes. Caucasian men vary;
some may be small while others quite
large; there is no real claim here. “The
Irish Curse” does not refer to length per
se, but is founded on the idea that the
Irish drink so much alcohol that they
cannot maintain an erection. Black men
are said to be endowed with penises
that are larger than average.
Some people whom I’ve talked to
are thoroughly convinced that every
black man has a large penis. As I was
researching this not-so-scientific ques¬
tion, I couldn’t find any empirical evi¬
dence for or against any of these myths.
The truth is that penal size is as diverse
as the men who have them and there is
no scientific proof suggesting that one
race, ethnicity or religion is more “well
endowed” than another.
Men have been worried about pe¬
nis size for centuries. A small penis is
believed to translate into the inabil¬
ity to pleasure a woman during in¬
tercourse. On the other hand, a large
penis elevates one’s status as a man.
One contemporary reason why men
seem to feel inferior to others is due
to the booming pornography industry.
Whether or not the men who act in
porn have naturally larger penises is ir¬
relevant. The industry actively creates
ways of giving the illusion that the pe¬
nis is bigger using lighting, shaving and
camera angles. One of the reasons an
actor’s penis might look larger is that it
is typically shot from the sides. From a
profile view, the penis looks larger, as
opposed to the first person view that all
men possess while looking at their own
genitals.
.According to NetDoctor.co.uk, the
av&age non-erect penis is about 3 1/2

inches with most sizes running between
three to four inches in length. A fully
erect penis is around six to seven inch¬
es in length with the average being 6
1/2 inches. These numbers are not race
or ethnicity exclusive.
Thanks to modern technology,
many doctors and scientists think
they’ve found a solution to the problem
of penis size (or lack thereof). There
is a plethora of penis-enhancing drugs,
pumps, creams, operations and even
exercises that can be used if a man
would like to increase his length. The
truth is hone of them work. That being
said, I offer a word of advice to those
men seeking help in the penal area: go
see your doctor. The embarrassment of
divulging your discomfort about your
penis size will certainly not be nearly
as detrimental to your libido as endur¬
ing the consequences of a penis-enlarg¬
ing device found on the last page of a
Maxim magazine.
Since I’m on the topic of maga¬
zines, let’s discuss men’s magazines and
other popular press mediums through
which we find penis-enlarging propa¬
ganda. Society has deemed it right and
necessary to lump health, attractive¬
ness, success and penis size into one
exclusive category. One cannot truly
he a successful, attractive man without
an above-average penis size. For those
of us who have perused any magazine
geared toward men, it is impossible to
look through the entire piece without
reading some Q & A about men and
their apprehension about penis size.
Or, as in most cases, you try to get
through the last three pages but are
overwhelmed by the amount of sure¬
fire means of increasing your size.
Now that I’ve completely digressed
from my original topic, time to get back
in line. The size of a man’s penis has
nothing to do with one’s race, or eth¬
nicity. I’m sure that there are men in
Thailand with bigger penises than some
Hispanic men, and there are probably
Hispanic men with larger penises than
some black men, and so on. As for the
age-old concern about one’s own length
- take it easy and stop fretting. No two
penises are the same and, frankly, for
most women, size doesn’t matter. Al¬
though I am no expert on what women
want sexually, I think it’s safe to say
that even if a man had the ideally sized
penis, if the other sexy-time formalities
weren’t observed - specifically knowing
what to do with said penis - then I’m
sure any woman’s last thought would
be on the size of the man’s penis.
Be not discouraged, gentlemen, of
degrading, penis-stereotyped commu¬
nities, and remain humble gentlemen
of mythical, larger-penis communities.
In the end we are all diverse and so are
our penises, and it’s not how they look,
^ but what we decide to (responsibly) de
with them that matters.

^_
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REVIEW

Stephen King
Adaptation
Offers Chilling
Horror
SCOTT PIERCE

STAFF WRITER

Good Stephen King film adaptations
are few and far between. Great Stephen
King adaptations are even rarer, and that
is exactly what Frank Darabont’s “The
Mist” is. Darabont has proven himself
as King’s celluloid voice with both “The
Shawshank Redemption” and “The Green
Mile,” and his latest film only reinforces
their partnership in the most positive of
ways. This’may knows King through and
through. However, this is Darabont’s first
step into King’s world of horror - differ¬
ent than the likes of “Shawshank” and
“Mile.” This film brings you to a place
where you feel beaten and drained and
very much upset by the events that tran¬
spire.
The film really does not deviate
much from King’s novella Cone of his
best works), found in his “Skeleton
Crew” compilation. The morning after
a stormy Maine night, movie poster art¬
ist Dave (Thomas Jane) brings his son
(played by fantastic child actor Nathan
Gamble) and an unfriendly, summering
New Yorker, Brent (Andre Braugher),
to the local supermarket to stock up on
supplies. Soon after arriving at the store,
they, along with others, are trapped by
a monstrous cloud of haze which holds
some very unusual, disturbing creatures
that could have only been created by the
likes of H.P. Lovecraft and Stephen King
(duh!).
However, what makes this more than
simple B-movie schlock with occasion¬
ally shqddy digital effects are the internal
horrors which lurch around the Mainers’
and out-of-towners’ captive grocery store
environment. Led by Mrs. Carmody
(Marcia Gay Harden), zealots of the Old
Testament variety begin a call for blood
to appease an angry God. While at times
seemingly one dimensional, Carmody is
a true balls-to-the-wall King character
- the way she is represented in the film
is more believable than in the-novella and it is genuinely interesting to see how
she employs fear tactics to convert other
shoppers to her belief system during an
understandably stressful time.
Despite the characters and actors ele¬
vating this from what I just called “simple
B-movie schlock,” you still cannot deny
the power of the monsters taking over
who knows how much of the world.
They are the icing on Frank Darabont’s
cake. Again, the special effects are not
out of this world. What they provide
though is something that has been sorely
lacking in the genre lately - original¬
ity and something actually scary. I wa6
completely unaware of how uncomfort¬
able I felt during the pharmacy scene un¬
til it was all said and done. That is great
movie making. This is such a welcome
departure from so-called torture pom,
as well as the slew of endless, terrible
horror remakes which have been hitting
theatres as of late.
Without giving anything away, what
is truly haunting and terrifying about this
film can be summed up in its conclusion.
What is seen on screen is so profoundly
upsetting that I would not be surprised
if most film-goers and critics alike dis¬
miss this film as a whole due to the
resolution, even if they liked what came
before. This is a finite, definite ending
- much different than King’s open ended
novella ending with “hope.” 'However,
in ideas, this film is just as open as Ste¬
phen King’s original ending. In fact, to
me, what happens on screen in the film’s
conclusion is not the most upsetting part
about the film. What is fearfully curious
about the ending is that it is completely
possible to end up believing or enter¬
taining the idea that Mrs. Carmody was
right all along.

The Mist

Staning: Marcia Gay Harden
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The Resident Director of 280 College, Jessica Mell'en, invited The Student into her new apartment, which features a fully-equipped, state-of-the-art kitchen.

ELIZA REED

MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

Nestled in the middle building of
280 College, just around the corner from
Frank’s Lounge, through the dorm kitch¬
en and hidden behind two bathrooms
sits the entrance to the Resident Direc¬
tor’s apartment.
The addition of a Residence Director
was originally a feature that Bates stu¬
dents scoffed at when the plans for the
new residence hall were proposed two
years ago. The goal of having an adult,
live-in Resident Director is to enhance
and support the residential life program,
adding another layer of student as¬
sistance on top of Junior Advisors and
Residential Coordinators. Currently, the
position is held by the Residence Life &
Student Activities Assistant, Jessica Mellen.
The entrance-way of the apartment
leads into a small kitchen that is fully
equipped with modem appliances; it
even has a tiny dishwasher. The kitch¬
en and living room are separated by a
granite counter. Off of the living room
is a snug bedroom and a handicappedaccessible bathroom. The apartment is
small, but cozy.

It was designed with warm tones;
the walls are all butter yellow and the^
couch is a rosy red. The goal of the de¬
sign was to be modem but not trendy,
something that would be stylish and fun
but not quickly outdated. A highlight of
the apartment is the natural light; it has
large two-section windows that let the
sun shine in, even during the dark Maine
winter.
The apartment, along with the rest of
280 College, is intentionally eco-friendly.
Its floor is made of bamboo wood panel¬
ing, a renewable resource.
The apartment is a cross between
a dorm and a “real world” pad. While
the furniture is classy and new it has the
feeling of a done-up dorm room. Mellen said that the furniture was ordered
from the same company as the furniture
that decorates the rest of 280 College. It
is supposed to be durable but livable.
Mellen’s biggest complaint is that there
is not enough storage space.
The space was designed so that the
RD could be as private or as connected
as he or she wanted to be. There are two
entrances to the space: one connects it
to the rest of the dorm and the other one
offers direct access to the outside.
The apartment was intentionally de- '
signed to reduce noise from the dorm

around it. No students live directly above
or below it. The floor above the apart¬
ment holds student study spaces, vend¬
ing machines and the laundry room.
There is foot-thick sound proofing un¬
derneath the floor of the apartment
to keep out the npises from the party
space below. To reduce sound from the
kitchen and rooms directly surrounding
the apartment, both entrance ways have
double doors. Mellen said that she can
sometimes hear faint noises, especially
when there is a party with loud music
or a student band concert but nothing
distinguishable or something that would
keep her awake.
The dorm complex was constructed
with the primary goal of making sure
every student room was complete by
move-in day. This meant that the RD
apartment was one of the last parts of
the building to be completed. As a re¬
sult, Mellen only moved in the Friday be¬
fore AESOP. Mellen recalled it being an
especially hectic day. The locks had yet
to be installed and the furniture wasn’t
due to arrive until the following, week.
Thankfully she brought her own bed.
Similar to the rest of 280 College,
the apartment still has some flaws that
need to be fixed. For example, one of
the closets was built too small for hang¬

ers to fit, so Mellen is waiting for it to
be redesigned into a pantry. There is
also an issue with the light fixture in the
bathroom; it does not go above a dim
glow. As a result, Mellen moved a stand¬
ing light in to overlook the sink and mir¬
ror.
Mellen said she has only had a few
accidental visitors; she attributes this
to the dorm-connected entrance of
the apartment being almost hidden. It
looks like a closet door rather than theentrance to a room. She notes that a
number of people have tried to come in
through the back entrance to her apart¬
ment thinking that it is an entrance to
the dorm. This is caused by the fact that
the outdoor entrance has a key-card pad
that only grants access to Mellen’s I.D.
card.
However, one evening Mellen acci¬
dentally left the outside door unlocked
while she was hanging out in the living
room with a friend, and a pack of about
five intoxicated students came stumbling
in. They had confused her door for an
entrance to the dorm.
Mellen is glad to see that students
that are living in 280 College are, “expe¬
riencing their residential space in such a
proud way,” she commented.

“Unearthed” Explored a
Variety of Emotions through
Various Mediums
ELIZA REED

MANAGING ARTS & LIVING EDITOR

This past weekend, the Bates Mod¬
em Dance Company unveiled their fall
concert, “Unearthed,” in Schaeffer The¬
ater. It featured the choreography of re¬
nowned guest artists Pete Kyle, Heather
McArdle and Danny Buraczeski. The fall
concert traditionally features the chore¬
ography of professional guest artists,
while the spring concert highlights the
personal creations of Bates students.
The concert opened with “Ser¬
enade,” choreographed by Peter Kyle.
The piece was heavily inspired by the
music of Peter Schickele and was cre¬
ated by Kyle for the Bates Modem
Dance Company. Following the mu¬
sic, the dancing contrasted a flurry of
movement and energy in the first part
of the piece with the sorrowful, slower
movement of a trio in the second half.
To highlight the contrast, the trio was
dressed in purple whereas the six other
dancers wore teal.
“When I Was Me” featured soloist
Erin Pitt ’08 and was choreographed by
Carol Dilley. Pitt, dressed in all white,
perfectly demonstrated her character’s
Self-struggle and fight to be herself in
her own body. She captivated the au¬
dience and filled the stage. The piece
employed the poignant music of Jordi
Savall.
The highlight of the show was “Bal¬
lad of Arrivals and Departures,” a multimedia production that lasted for around
25 minutes. The artistic architect of the
piece was Heather McArdle, though the
product was made in collaboration with
all the artists in the cast. The piece is
a social commentary and exploration
of the word “commitment.” McArdle
was inspired for the piece by her own
experience, the experiences of other
artists and by social culture, particularly

that which she has seen at Bates.
She spent time collecting multiple
perspectives on the definitions of
commitment and researching glob¬
al interpretation and rituals relating
to the word. The piece explores
commitment in a variety of ways; it
looks at approaches to commitment
in global marriage rituals as well as
MEG KINNEY/THE BATES STUDENT
the way people approach it in daily
The
Bates
Modern
Dance
Company
performed
Heather
McArdle’s provocative
life. It questions to what extent people
“Ballad
of
Arrivals
and
Departures”
in
their
fall
concert.
The piece combined
are committed or not committed to re¬
dancing and acting in its exploration of the word commitment.
lationships.
“Ballad of Arrivals and Departures”
is not your traditional dance perfor¬
color scheme. These Colors evoke feel¬
projection made by Dilley.
mance; it does not have any lifts or ings of passion, power, innocence and
The final performance was the
spins. It is almost overwhelming in the
aggression. McArdle designed the cos¬
most fun for both the audience and the
amount of ideas and images it provides
tumes herself; they are unique in that
dancers. Danny Buraczeski’s “Swing
all at once. It is impossible to watch ev¬
they are street clothes such as dresses,
Concerto” came to Bates in part by a
erything that is happening throughout
ties and button-down shirts rather than
grant from the American Masterpiec¬
the production.
traditional free-flowing, non-constrict¬
es: Dance, a program of the National
The piece combines expression
ing performance wear.
Endowment for the Arts. It was a re¬
through movement with expression
The music is particularly expres¬
construction of the nine-person piece
through voice. It is a performative
sive; it combines the works of McArdle,
Buraczeski’s company, JAZZDANCE,
piece that involves actors, dancers and Johnny Cash, Roberta Flack, Broken
performed in 1993.
a vast array of props. These features
Spindles and others, with ritual sounds
, The piece is a lively and engaging
all cpme together to create provocative
such as wedding bells. The sound en¬
swing dance that invokes movements
and emotionally-charged images: literal
gineer for this complicated and elabo¬
suggestive of Yiddish folk dance. It was
shoveling of seemingly dead bodies,
rate collection was Eric Auner ’08. The
inspired by a picture that Buraczeski
verbal and emotional interrogations,
piece also employed unique, powerful
saw of Polish immigrants and high¬
an exchange on modern-day wedding
lighting, particularly in the interrogation
lights the melding of immigrant culture
vows, knotting of large red carpets and
scene.
with American swing. The ’music was
an ultimate unison of the cast through
McArdle was the Artist-in-Residence a fusion of the traditionally different
hugging.
on campus this semester and is on fac¬
sounds of Brave Old World, Artie Shaw
The performance is framed by a vid¬
ulty at Dance New Amsterdam in New
and Benny Goodman and emphasized
eo of a roller coaster track that streams
York. Her position at Bates was made
a melding of cultures.
behind the performers on stage repre¬
possible by an anonymous parent do¬
“Swing Concerto” showcased the
senting the ups and downs and twists
nation. McArdle said that this piece is
talent and entertaining performance of
and bumps of life. To the left of the
the beginning of what she hopes to be
Marlee Weinberg TO, whose facial ex¬
stage there is a scrolling projection of a multi-day show.
pressions and exaggerated movements
words, questions, comments and con¬
The second half of the show began
added flair to the piece. The enthusi¬
tradictions that presents a thought-pro¬
with “Silent Invitation,” which was cho¬
asm and energy of the dancers made
voking commentary on today’s society reographed and performed by Bates
this piece a perfect conclusion to the
and our values.
faculty member Carol Dilley and Port-, concert.
The principal colors used in the
land-based Jill Eng’ The piece featured
“Unearthed” displayed a wide array
piece are red, white and black; all of the . music composed by William Matthews,
of types of dance and emphasized the
costumes, props and images feature this 3 a Bates Professor of Music, and a vid*o
power of expulsion through dance,'

